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Fabolous to Headline Spring Weekend Festivities
ERIC DAUCHER

While TCAC members chose to neither
confirm nor deny our
suspicions, and instead
offered no comment on
the upcoming acts,
members of the Tripod
staff have chosen to
undertake an independent investigation, and
feel confident to offer
some speculation on
the subject. Among the
sources consulted were
pricing guides, touring
schedules,
booking
agents, and any person
on campus who might
have had any information at all.

ARTS EDITOR

There is strong speculation that the"
Bad Boy hip-hop artist Fabolous will be
headlining this year's Spring Weekend
concert.
The identity of the bands to perform
later this month wiE be officially outlined this Friday at a barbecue hosted
by the student-run organization TCAC.
The Trinity College Activities Council
has the task of supplying the College's
student body with wholesome entertainment to partake in. The highlyanticipated announcement of this year's
group of bands has stirred a rumor-mill
amongst a great number of the student
body.
The members of TCAC are required
to sign a confidentiality contract Upon
joining the group, and for various reasons have declined to announce immediately the artists and groups they have
decided to feature over the years.

www.icmtalent.com

White rumors of Howie Day and Reel Big Fish swirl
around campus, Fabolous is a safe assumption.

Over the last two
and a half years, the
concert scene at Trinity
wasn't what it could

have been. Understandably the fall concert has always been fairly limited,
given constraints of funding, and the
need to make the Spring Weekend act
seem that much bigger by comparison;
but, why is it that we haven't been able
to find a top-notch performer. It is
important that we don't confuse wellknown artists, or even those artists who
have produced solid albums, with musicians capable of putting on a good live
show. Even an artist who puts out CDs
cannot necessarily be counted on to
deliver a strong performance in a concert environment.
There are any number of little things
that even a great recording artist or
group can lack when it comes to putting
on a live show. Do they engage the
audience? Do they have stage presence
and energy? Will they play a reasonably long set? And most importantly,
see RUMORS on page 18

Kickball a Home Run SUSHI Sponsors AIDS Awareness
ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
Chaudary arranged this tournaFEATURES EDITOR
ment in order to give organizations at Trinity a chance to mingle
Whoever said a good time at
Trinity begins and ends at the in a more cohesive environment —
other than the monthly Vernon
beirut table clearly was not at the
party
when the height of our
Kickball Tournament this past
interactions
consists of downing
weekend. On Saturday, six camone-dollar
beers
and clawing at
pus organizations - Psi U, Zeta,
each
other.
Cleo, SGA, the Senior Team, and
Team Portugal - gathered in the
"I haven't seen people have
Ferris field house for an afternoon
this much fun at a sober event in
of bonding that comes only with
a long while," said Chaudary.
"Events like this need to happen
trying* to kick each other's rears.
So we busted out those retro red more often. They are a step in the
rubber balls, blasted the Def right direction to unifying this
campus and creating a stronger,
Leppard, laid out the Dunkin
more cohesive community and
Donuts, and enjoyed all the good
reminding
us that we are inherwill and festivity of a family barently
responsible
to one another."
becue, with frat boys.
Fellow
SGA-ite
Narin Prum
This event was the brainchild
'06
echoed
Chaudary's
sentiments.
of Hamza Chaudary '06, Chair of
'
I
would
love
to
see
more
events
the Elections and Recruitment
like
this
happen,"
he
said.
"There
Committee
for the SGA.
were so many different groups
ranging from Greeks to just friends
who wanted to create a team and
name it Team Portugal. This event
should be a prime example of how
we are all one community here at
Trinity despite any affiliations with
particular groups on campus."
LISA S A N PASCUAL

Chuck Pratt

President Jones throws (or rolls)
out the ceremonial first pitch.

So why kickball? Besides
being inspired by the kickball
game at the SGA retreat last fall,
Chaudary loved the old-school feel
that kickball has. "I wanted to
throw an event that appealed to the
kid inside all of us," said Chaudary.
"We can all remember the good old
days when we used to play kickball
at recess. Not to mention, when
you bring people together in the
competitive spirit, they are bound
to have fun."
Alfonso Bui '08, member.of
Team Portugal, added, "The kickball tournament was just like gym
see IF YOU CAN on page 12

STAFF WRITER

SUSHI, Trinity's organization for uniting scientific and
humanitarian interests, marked
the World AIDS Awareness
Week from March 28 to April 1
with a wide variety of events
organized to promote education
and awareness of the disease.
They took a multi-layered
approach, targeting the issue
from several different angles.
SUSHI came into this project with a good base of knowledge and experience with the
issues.
SUSHI members
Lizabeth Nonell '07 and Olivia
Noren '08 were able to prepare
for AIDS week by attending the
AIDS Action conference held b y
Physicians for Human Rights.
This provided them with a
greater understanding of the current global situation and what
can be done to combat it.
Nonell feels that the conference
was extremely informative and
beneficial. "Olivia Noren and I
had the opportunity to go and
were able to gain an greater
understanding of the current
global panorama and the great
disparities that dictate the
immense suffering in poorer
countries.
The United States and the
whole world needs to get their
hands dirty and realize that if we
don't, we will be responsible for
our own end. There is an urgent
need for health workers in
places like Africa,
where
resources are scarce and wages
are low.
The U.S. must promote the
edification of infrastructure
instead of finding it as an excuse
to decrease funding. The PHR
conference encouraged us to get

Abi Moldover

SUSHI used chalkings to spread information about AIDS.
in contact with our representatives and let them know what is
important to us."
The week opened with
speaker Greg Rowe, who shared
his experiences living with
AIDS and then hosted a poetry

reading. SUSHI tried to get a
wide involvement around campus by incorporating a visual
aspect. Posters highlighted crucial information about the episee CHALKINGS on page 8
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Now that the Trinity community has returned from March break, our
campus is entering the home stretch of the spring semester. Aside from the
mad rush of academic work that needs to be wrapped up before finals, there
are also the many end of the year events and commitments that inevitably
arise and make this last month all the more hectic and fleeting. In addition
we have another major distracter, spring weather. Even for those of us who
couldn't manage to go somewhere warm for Spring Break, the few warm
days that we have been lucky enough to catch thus far are enough to make
even the most studious and hardworking students waste time dreaming of
summer.
As a senior, my last semester at Trinity has flown by and I know this
last month will be over in matter of minutes. Over spring break I spent some
time reminiscing with one of my close friends about our favorite moments
during the past four years at Trinity. After talking for a while, we realized
that most of the memorable and best times we'd experienced here occurred
during times that were unplanned and ordinary. The big events such as
homecoming or various forrnals were fun but it is late-nights spent with my
friends in their rooms, the quad or the Underground that I will miss most and
never forget.
When I returned from spring break I realized how long it had been
since I had just hung out with my friends, and decided to spend a couple
hours on a somewhat warm afternoon out on the quad. Even though there
were a million things I could have been doing during those two hours I know
I made the right decision. My advice to anyone during senior year is, no
matter how busy you get, be sure to think about what makes your time here
special and make sure you always fit it into your schedule.
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Tuesday Time to Unite, Take Back the Night
in America as a whole, it really
wouldn't be productive. You can
blame
it on living in a patriarchy,
I'm 5'9", a fast runner, relaor
on
the
fact that feminists still
tively strong and a woman.
Consequently, I'm also very have a long fight ahead of them
scared to walk alone at night You for equality, or even on the fact
would think by the year 2005 col- that our criminal justice system is
leges across the nation would inadequate, but placing blame
have managed to create an effec- doesn't really solve anything, it
tive system for allowing young only helps get the conversation
women to have the freedom to rolling.
Rape and sexual assault are
walk alone whenever they wanted
and wherever they chose. You facts that we need to continually
might also think that by now rape address. While our campus has
and sexual assault in our protec- tried to solve the problem with
tive college bubble would be as solutions like SafeWalks and the
infrequent as Republicans in Greek-sponsored discussion on
Tutorial College. The sad fact of rape, it isn't enough. The answer
the matter, a fact that many of us to all this violence is not to have
are learning either first hand or one discussion and then pat ourfrom a close friend, is that it is not selves on the back for a job well
safe for women to walk alone at done on being politically correct.
night.
The answer is continued discusNow I'm sure a lot of you are sion, continued action, and conthinking this is a matter of com- stantly asking "why." The goal
mon sense, that no one is exempt isn't to lower the reported incifrom this fact, 300-pound football dents of rape; the goal is to get rid
player and 100-pound woman of them. Maybe that will never
tennis player alike. Well, you're happen in our lifetime, but that
right. But while everyone is doesn't mean we should allow
afraid of being mugged at night, ourselves to silence the issue.
not everyone is afraid of being
Please come to the Take Back
raped. Women, while not the sum the Night event this Tuesday,
total, make up the overwhelming April 5 on the Cave Patio to help
majority of sexual assault and continue the fight against sexual
rape victims. While we can spec- violence.
ulate forever about the reasons
this is still a problem on college
Sincerely,
campuses and more importantly,
Hillary Bennett
To the Editor:

Enacted Policies

Lacking Integrity
questionable. If students at
Trinity lack integrity, it is because
Integrity at Trinity College? there is no institutional model for
Lately you might have noticed such.
students walking around with the
Before I go any further, I
blue "Livestrong" style bracelets would like to point out that this is
that say "Trintegrity." It appears not an attack against any specific
that the effort to promote integri- people, or groups. Nowhere in
ty at Trinity has jumped on the this article will I point out anyone
pop culture bandwagon. But for his or her actions. The examwhat is integrity? While there is ples given are simply instances of
a vague contract available in the collegiate policy that under the
handbook, a definition of the above definition demonstrate a
word is strangely absent.
pattern of inconsistency. These
Put in the simplest terms practices, however, are not the
integrity is doing the right thing, result of a corrupt administration
regardless of the consequences. or anything so radical; rather
While this is a personal defini- these practices have come about
tion, it is simple and easy to fol- simply through an apathetic comlow. That said, I believe that mitment to integrity.
The first example is through
Trinity has failed to meet these
standards, which leads to a trou- athletics. While the NESCAC
bling inconsistency. Although the rules state, "All out of season
college claims to uphold and pro- activity must be completely volmote integrity, in several situasee TRINTEGRITY on page 4
tions, their application seems
Louis EVANS

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

IP 3 L L O
T A 1L
The temperatures may not be consistently above 40 degrees
quite yet but PT knows a true sign of Spring when PT hears it
... the melodic sound of the "ice cream" truck.
March went out like an
oxen in Oregon Trail

Spring Break sends back
beautifully tanned "SB
f
05"ers.
Yankees beat the Red Sox

PT had to ford the river
T T that was \ernon Street on
Saturday night.
PT still blends in with the
* T wall. Pasty is in.
PT declines to comment. PT
hearts life.
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Mortality A Private Matter Opinions Do Not
Imply Persecution

JOANNA HECHT
OPINIONS EDITOR

the American people as a whole,
were butting our noses in someTwo proipinent figures died
one else's business. I don't know
last week following extended
if Schiavo's family wanted to
news media coverage One
have to watch their daughter, wife
worked towards world peace and
or sister die beneath the watchful
interfaith reconciliation as head
eye of cameras and flashbulbs or
of one of the world's largest relibetween press conferences, but I
cannot imagine grief being simpler when an entire nation is
About 7,000 people die each day in the
debating law and morality in the
U.S. alone, and relatively few of them eliccontext of someone you love.
it national media coverage...
Few people who were able to
make assertions about who was
gions; the other was in a vegeta- age of the last few days of the right or wrong knew all the facts;
tive state for fifteen years, far Pope's life, it was often difficult even fewer actually knew the
from famous until the United to tell whether or not he was people involved.
The issue of when someone is
States Congress took an interest already dead. I was home on
in saving her life.
Saturday. When I woke up and dead is important, and does
About 7,000 people die each was watching the news, my dad, deserve a serious, thoughtful
day in the U.S. alone, and rela- who had been in and out of the debate that addresses the way
tively few of them elicit national room all morning, informed me fights like those over Schiavo's
media coverage, candlelight vig- that the Pope had died. Blame it life or death can be resolved in
ils, or Katie Couric and Matt
... I cannot imagine grief being simpler
Lauer anchoring Weekend Today.
So what fascinates us about these
when an entire nation is debating law and
two individuals enough that
morality in the context of someone you love.
strangers are-inspired to mourn
their deaths?
It's a bit easier to understand on sleepiness, but it took me 20 our legal system.
with Pope John Paul II; he was a minutes to figure out that he was,
However, one case is not the
respected spiritual Jeader, whose in fact, still holding on.
marker by which all others can be
contributions to things like world
When it came to Terry determined, and this case became
peace are internationally- recog- Schiavo, on the other hand, I much more than a tragic story that
nized. The connection that many couldn't help but think that we, raised national awareness for a
very serious issue. It became personal and in many cases political
for many individuals far removed
from the woman and her life.
Professor Dan Lloyd, a member of the Philosophy department
who studies neuroscience and
ADAM FINE
Plant Engineer for Trinity, radia- consciousness, appeared on a
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
tors should be replaced about
see DEATH on page 5
In the early morning hours of every 20 years. The radiator that
March 18, a radiator pipe burst in broke in Elton is 59 years old, as
Elton residence hall. The result- "old as Elton residence hall. In
ing flood caused thousands of fact, most radiators on campus
dollars of damage to the personal are as old as the buildings they
Catholics feel with him is institutionally reinforced by the Church,
and it is understandable that those
in crowds outside the Vatican felt
emotionally and spiritually
invested in end of his life.
At the same time, while
watching television news cover-

Outdated Facilities
aused Elton Hood

JAMES STEVENS
OPINIONS WRITER

Conservatives. They control
the White House, and the
Congress. They're rolling back
welfare; cutting taxes for the rich
and bombing the hell out of anyone they want to. But you know
what "they really want? They

Harassment... is different than spirited
debate, and I find it hard to believe that faculty members have "harassed" students...
want you to shut up and stop giving them a hard time about their
beliefs. And whyshouldn't you?
After all, harassment should be
targeted at those who deserve it,
like gays and those who work at
abortion clinics. We should target
single mothers and minorities, not
white college kids who are mad
that everyone doesn't think exactly like them.
What's the deal, then, with all
of the flak conservatives seem to
get on Trinity's campus? Are TC
Republicans victims of the "culture war" or is this just another
myth conservative students would •
just love for you to believe? I
think what lies at the heart of this
issue is a misconception laid out
quite clearly by Matthew
.Kozlowski in the last issue of the
Tripod. He states, "According to
the ideals of freedom of expression and the mission of this college, my beliefs should be valued
and respected."

Something Clever..

The resulting flood caused thousands of
dollars of damage to the personal property
of students who live in Elton.
property of students who live in
Elton.
Most first-year students know
someone affected by the flood in
Elton, if they were not affected
themselves.
Floods are expensive; they
destroy computers, electronics,

are in. According to Brown, the
flood was caused by an improperly fitted joint on the radiator; he
was surprised it lasted as long as
it did.
Brown lives on campus, and
responded to the flood in less than
10 minutes. However, he was

Floods are also dangerous; the water in
a radiator is about 180 degrees Fahrenheit,
... enough to cause third-degree burns.
clothes and many other items.
Floods are also dangerous; the
water in a radiator is about 180
degrees Fahrenheit, and a onesecond exposure to water at this
temperature is enough to cause
third-degree burns.
According to Ezra Brown, the

unaware of the location of the
"make-up water valve," a valve
that must be closed in order to
stop the flow of water through the
radiator pipes.
It took five hours for someone
see FLOOD on page 5

I hope what Kozlowski meant
to say was that his right to his values and beliefs should be respected, not the beliefs in themselves.
I will never respect the values and
beliefs of a member of the Ku
Klux Klan or a neo-Nazi, but I
will not argue with the right for an
individual who is part of one of

those groups to voice an opinion.
Of course, I would then have the
right to denounce those beliefs
and the people who hold them.
I understand that conservative
students don't like the "atmosphere" here at Trinity, and neither
do I. This is where Kozlowski
and I are in agreement: Getting
harassed for one's political or ideological views is something no
one
wants
to
endure.
Harassment, however, is different
than spirited debate, and I find it
Hard to believe that faculty members have "harassed" students in
an academic setting. Making
statements about W, the U.S. or
any other current event is not
harassment, it's stating an opinion. If you disagree with the
opinion, you have two choices:
Defend your beliefs or don't and
stop complaining about being
"harassed."
see CHARGES on page 5
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Action Against Sexual Assault
iittitor's Note: 7hi following it a
message from The President's Sexual
Asiuitlt Committee.
An epidemic has spread throughout
Trinity's campus. It isn't so much a disease or an infection as much as ii is conAision — we're younjr. we're wild, we're
reckless, and wo'iu a bit too homnma! for
our own cood. We party, we diink, we
listen to loud music, we flirt, we flutter.
ii-icl we weir clothes that haven't fit since
eighth grade.
'I he groat thing about these ai'ore-

reoccurrence — every fall and spring the
same organizations hold the same degrading parties that do nothing more than help
to foster a campus-wide acceptance of sexual predation.
Early in the fall semester our campus
was rocked by allegations concerning the
distribution, arid1 consumption of date rape
drugs, and sexual assaults. At fraternities,
sororities, dorm parties, house parties, and
nearly every conceivable student domicile,
women were consuming alcoholic drinks
that could have been spiked with the spe-

... in recent semesters our community has witnessed an all too disturbing trend of inappropriate
sexual expression ...
incnli'vi...i i.n-n-spawncd pas-ions i.s tlui cific intent to incapacitate — to leave its
they arv :cmplctely natural and worth consumer at the mercy of the individuals
J
~eing ""'• y~u ..nile we have them. Yet, who sought to prey on the un-expecting.
We. as students of a liberal arts instituin ; j-teri. :e'Tiesters our community has
tion,
have a great deal of power in governwitnessed ±:\ ail "oo disturbing trend of
ing
>ie
levels of acceptability of our actions
ir.appix)'- !* .=•;-'ual expression taking
amongst
our peers. In many cases, as is
the forn. >.>i i.-' .rything from lewd,
true
at
Trinity,
the administration of the
degrading, and offensive t-shirts to sexist
college
is
hesitant
to tackle the problem we
party iieiv.-s emerging from a variety of
are
currently
addressing
in fear of infringstudent organizations. What was once
ing
upon
each
citizen's
right
to free expresnothing more than a handful of isolated
sion.
Most
shirts
or
slogans
seen around
occurrences has evolved into predictable

eampus probably aren't coined- with" theintention of offending anyone; however
they do ultimately foster the potential to
objectify those who want no part in the

To all student organizations:... take a stand against
sexual discrimination and respect each other in your
efforts to express whatever you seek to express.
licentious tomfoolery of a weekend formal
or campus-wide event. Therefore,-let us,
the students, the sexually frustrated arid "the
downright horny, take the initiative to
incite change. To all student organizations:
Greeks, non-Greeks, sport teams, and
assorted cliques, take a stand against sexual discrimination and respect each other in
your efforts to express whatever you seek
to express. Wear what you feel comfortable
in, whether it's your boxers or a bra and
panties or a long sleeve t-shirt and jeans,
whatever floats your boat. Come up with a
different name for your formal, try to be a
bit more classy (if subtlety is too much to
ask) when designing a t-shirt or party title;
do all you can to have the best freaking
time in these brief years we share together
without doing it at the expense of others.
Two thousand of our nation's, most
promising youngsters ' attend our great

Trintegrity Meaningless
Without College Support
continued from page 2

untary. There can be no scripting of activity, no attendance taken, no reporting to the
coaching staff, no implication that participation will affect the athletes chances of
being named to a team, and no involvement
of any kind by any member of the coaching
staff." Although these are the printed
rules, it is apparent to anyone that walks
into the weight room that throughout the
winter and spring there is one sport with

can be cited, these are two that everyone at
Trinity can relate to. I would also like to
make it clear that I am not blaming the
members of these teams or organizations.
If someone told me the only way I could
play my sport was under these circumstances then that's the way I would play.
The burden instead falls to the school for
providing a hypocritical and confusing
environment for students.
On the one hand Trinity is saying,

Sincerely,
The Members of the President's
Sexual Assault Committee:
Justin Crawford
- Natalee.Elhart
Abigail Garrity
Jared Hoffman
Abi Moldover
Ryan Stewart
, Kyle Stone

X spent it in ^Minnesota, being1 cold.
— Patrick Tucker 08

a cool way to say I was on cam9"

"have integrity, do the right thing in your
personal lives." But then Trinity turns
around and says "you don't have to obey
these certain rules because it benefits us as
an institution not to." This situation
defines the lack of integrity. Through my
four years here it has become apparent that
in certain situations Trinity only does the
right thing when it benefits us as an institution.
In the face of such disregard for integrity it then becomes impossible for students

As we go about addressing integrity within the student
body, we should all look at all parts of our college... to
ensure that Trinity is a plaee where integrity is valued ...
general rules and regulations, the Ogilby
dorm has no such enforced rules or
Residential Assistants; and thus seems
somehow above the others. While it is
true that the residents and alumni of this
dorm may be able to some day give more
money to the college than I, but does that
mean that the school can look the other
way? Sure, donations and a larger endowment are great for the school but is money
worth our integrity?
While these are myriad examples that

without suggesting a "predatory atmosphere or sexual hierarchy. Basically, stop
.being complacent and try and come up
with ajnore. clever, less degrading title to
your party. It'll make our experiences at
Trinity all that more rewarding, and you
won't run the risk of offending some hot
girl or guy-— which means yon just
might have a chance after all.

Alone tne Long vValk...

... I am not blaming the members of these teams...
The burden instead falls to the school for providing a
hypocritical and confusing environment for students.
signed in, coach observed fall athletes lifting. Sure a winning record might look
good for the school and bring more alumni
support, but is winning worth our integrity?
The second example is through application of college policy. While it is a fact of
life that some organizations are going to
have more money than others, this doesn't
mean we shouldn't be treated equitably.
While the rest of college residents are subject to quiet hours, underage-drinking
restrictions, no smoking policies and other

school — the time has come for us to
raise the standard to which we hold each
other accountable. Let's try and come up
with parties that still suggest sexy attire

to understand the concept. The best thing
about integrity is that it cannot be bought,
sold, won or lost Without being melodramatic, integrity is something earned only
through hard moral work. As we go about
addressing integrity within the student
body, we should all look at all parts of our
college in order to ensure that Trinity is a
place where integrity is valued at all levels.
If integrity is present at the highest institutional levels it will necessarily follow down
to the students.

3USf

— Anthony Angelo 06

X was in Orlando with tne track team.
VVe played mini-golf.
- M a n d a W h i t e '08

" I was in my hometown of Pittsfield,
-Mass., sitting on my couch with my cat.
— Tony JVtassimiano '07

I was in Xvey ^Vest with about 40 other
people from Trinity, it was a good time. '
— JSen Xjeong 00
Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos.by Abi Moldover
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Death Cheapened by Media

-Questions and Queries for President Tones.
p ,*, -If you had unlimited juruh \\ fa.t
i*~th'eJiru thing i»u would doj,»
-the Collet;*7 Whin _sk.xi what ii 'IrniU}"»
"pressina diffj-ulcv at tins stage
lung Jind unporUni (.volution I n
pomL to tlie \we ot lhev COIICJL'S
< TT^njrfUT^™"™"™"^"^ undoMnncni A-Adtsimc ufAitutiuns
•* «, . '• ha»c, 'n die'main,'l~ur sii_rc_sJ'or.1re\cmu.- luiunn,
endowment income annual gills and tx.tcin.il gr'anLs Ev-nthci^c
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Public Figures and Private Battles Given Excessive News Coverage
continued from page 3
local Fox Newfe .station last week
to discuss the issue. He told an
interviewer that Schiavo died fifteen years ago, when any chance

feeding tube and her death on
Thursday.
One night, I caught, a spot
about how a large portion of the
crowd outside was composed of

... having experts discuss the physical and
philosophical implications of death is a productive way to deal with this experience ...
of her leading a meaningful life,
or continuing to be herself ended.
An autopsy will reveal what parts
of her brain were or were not
functioning, but having experts
discuss the physical and philosophical implications of death is a
productive way to deal with this
experience; sensationalizing a
family feud and the death of a
woman is not.
The vigil outside of the hospice was covered repeatedly on
nightly newscasts in the days
between the removal of Schiavo's

families. A boy, not older than
twelve years old, got arrested for'
trespassing when he approached
the hospice with a glass of water
that he wanted to give to Schiavo
days after her feeding tube had

his son for atiempting to do what
he did. Neither were family
friends, or in any way connected
with the woman; they simply
believed that it was their place to
interfere with the will of a legal
guardian and, more importantly, a
court ruling.
Death is a scary thing; I doubt
I'm alone in that it's among my
worst fears. The way to deal with
it, however, is not to make a spectacle or political stance out of the
tragic interruption of a life.
Grief and loss are very real
and very personal, meant for
those who have actually experi-

Grief and loss are very real and very personal, meant for those who have actually
experienced a loss of some kind ...
been removed. His father was
interviewed afterwards, and
expressed a great deal of pride in

enced a loss of some kind; media
frenzy and death are an unfortunate pairing.

Flood A Sign of Negligence
continued from page 3
with the proper knowledge to
arrive on campus.
New dormitories such as the
Summit Suites are hooked up to a
central control at Buildings and
Grounds. This allows water to be
remotely shut off from a central
location; every building should be
retrofitted with this central1 control. This type of modernization
would have significantly reduced
the damage caused by the flood.
Students who lost property
will not be compensated; according the Residential Guidelines,
"Neither the College nor the

Office of Residential Life can be
held directly or indirectly financially liable for any damage or
loss of property due to the actions
of students, undetermined vandal-

Trinity College has become negligent,
and is saved by the fact that a lawsuit
would cost more than lost property.
ism, fire, facility failure, theft,
severe weather, or other acts of
nature."
Not being responsible for
damages is a common practice for
colleges; however, it is one that

Charges of Left
Bias Exaggerated
continuedfrompage 3
Outside of the classroom, it's
a different story. During an
encounter with conservative students vandalizing Women's
Center flyers, I asked them why
they thought it was appropriate to
vandalize someone else's flyer.
The only answer they could give

in an environment that is constantly challenging your beliefs
and opinions,. I wouldn't go to
college. On the other hand, I
agree completely that students
should not feel threatened or
intimidated because of their
beliefs. I don't think a professor
making fun of a candidate is

... I agree completely that students
should not feel threatened or intimidated
because of their beliefs. .
was, "Well, our flyers got torn
down so we should be able to do
this." Fortunately, that's not how
decent political discourse is supposed to occur. I'd also hope that
everyone would agree that decent
political discourse should be free
of blatantly misogynistic, racist
and homophobic language (something that could not be said for all
of the pro-Bush flyers).
Put quite bluntly, students
from all ideological spectrums get
both challenged and harassed at
Trinity. If you don't want to exist

must be reviewed. With the age of
many residence halls on campus,
"facility failure" is occurring at
an increasing rate. Trinity College
has become negligent, and is

threatening or intimidating, I do
think being told to go "Suck Ward
Churchill's penis" is certainly
threatening and intimidating. If
the Students for Academic
Freedom were concerned with the
real problem, the problem of students harassing other students
based on political beliefs, I'd be
all for them. But, it seems like
the real goal is very similar to
what McCarthy was all about,
and that is something that should
not be part of an academic community.

saved by the fact that a lawsuit
would cost more than lost propertyAccording to Residential
guidelines, "...Students are,
therefore, encouraged to review
their family's personal property
insurance for coverage or to carry
their own homeowner's/renter's
insurance...The
Office
of
Residential Life has student
insurance information available
on its website (http://www.trincoll.edu/depts/reslife)." However,
students who browse the website
will not find any insurance information; only a trip to the ORL
office will result in a brochure for
student insurance.
This leads to another problem: the parents of many students
may hot own insurance policies.
Student insurance is available;
however, this is not a widely
known fact. Usually it is only
after a flood or other "facility failures" that students learn about the
college policy, and that they have
no options other than to swallow
the cost of replacing lost items.
Students are left in a common
situation at Trinity; it simply costs
too much money to install systems that will increase our safety.
Trinity must prioritize its spending so that our safety is at the top
of the list.
I fear the day where a student
gets seriously injured as a result
of the lack of safety features that
are just too expensive for the
school with the fourth highest
tuition in the country.
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Inter-Greek Council Organizes Week of Festivities
Lectures, campus-wide games, barbecuesand toga parties are among the activities planned for Greek Week.
EMMA BAYER

STAFF WRITER
In hopes of improving relation between Greek organizations, the rest of the student
body, and faculty, the Trinity
Inter-Greek Council (IGC) will
sponsor a Greek Week April 20-

said Katie Gage '05, the presir
dent of the Inter-Greek Council.
Gage and the rest of the IGC are
"really enthusiastic and excited
to put on something big for the
entire campus."
Greek Week is also being
organized and sponsored by
Trinity's IGC. The IGC is made

Abi Moldover

A reception is planned at S t Anthony Hall.
23. The plans include a talk by
Muslim Chaplain Sohaib Sultan,
an informal meet-and-greet session, activities at the TCAC Fun
Fair, and campus-wide games,
barbecue, and toga party.
"Greek Week will be an
opportunity for the Greek community to give back to campus,"

up of three to four representatives from each of Trinity's eight
Greek organizations (Alpha
Delta Phi, Alpha Chi Ro, Cleo
Literary Society, Ivy Society,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Psi
Upsilon, St. Anthony Hall, and
Sigma Nu), with a cabinet and
executive board, and meets

SGA Minutes -April 4
I. Approval nj last week's minutes
a. Minutes approved
II. Approval of the agenda
a. Motion to add ConnPirg to the
lop of the agenda
b. Agenda approved
III. ConnPirg
a Connl'iig has a referendum
ining up thai involves Trinity
giving them money to stay on campus. It is Hamza's opinion thai
ConnPirg should remain
b. Involved in Textbook battle,
clean air act, civic engagement
c. Questions
i. Recycling group- Green Campus
is now a separate organization and
has funding from SGA
ii. The referendum is cumin.!; up
because every two ycais ConnPirg
asks the Trinity community if" 'ho\
want to have ConnPirg remain on
campus.
iii. Resolution approved
IV. Committee Reports
a. Hamza
i. Kickball was a suwx-ss: was
recorded and will appear on Trinily
TV. Psi U won the u\eiu against
team Portugal.
ii. Hamza and Ivun. will b j .speaking at a press conference on
Thursday outside Mather at 12:00
p.m. Promotion of cheaper textbooks '
'
. ' ' ;"
b. Brittany

c. Delmar
i. Resolution passed on the integration of donas; I wo dorms will definitely be integrated and lliat'it is
tiic opinion of the committee that a
relerenduni should be brought to
the students on whether they want
it or not.
d. liinily
i. Housing committee will be meeting tomorrow
V. Vice President's Reports
a. Rob's Report
i. Requests are finished; we ended
in the black
ii. TCAC, Tripod and Ivy will be
uridei renew this Sunday and
Trinity Radio, ConnPirg and
JChRT will be the following
weekend.

b. Saki
VI. New Business
a. Kluchniiv. are on April 16th with
debates on tne 19th. Election packets will Ix; available tomorrow
b. VriKLv Meeting
e. Housing Resolution
i Vemon place was raised and
Funsion \.v:is lowered,
ii. The resolution's intent is to
moke the idlings permanent in
which any changes in the future
would require a 2/3 majority so
that the housing, committee
-cKanges will..not be changed as
easily as they are now.'

weekly.
The IGC oversees completion of accreditation requirements and makes sure that all
Greek
organizations
stay
involved. They co-ordinate programs with Dean Card, Laura
Lockwood, and' other administrators for academic, community
service, and social awareness
programs.
The week will kick off with a
gathering on the Cave patio. A
few representatives from each
Greek organization will be present for a large scale, informal,
pre-pre-rush. Tabling on the
Cave Patio will give students a
chance to chat with members of
all the Greek organizations and
find out about Greek life in general.
During the week, there will
be academic or faculty-oriented
events. On Thursday, April 24,
Sohaib Sultan will give a talk at
the Smith House on diversity,
what he thinks the issues are,
and how the various groups on
campus can work together. His
talk will be followed by a reception at St. Anthony Hall.
••; A question-and-answer session with faculty members and
the presidents of each of
Trinity's Greek organizations

win give a progress report and
help dispel
misconceptions
about Trinity's Greek life.
On Friday, the Inter-Greek
Council will organize a massive
dodge ball game, open to all stu-

Ln the evening, students can use
a meal to go to a barbecue on the
Bistro Patio. A Battle of the
Bands with many of Trinity's
resident bands will be held in the
same area, and an ice cream eat-

Abi Moldover

AD is one of eight Greek organizations participating.
dents from 4:00 p.m. until dark.
At 9:00 p.m., there will be a
campus-wide toga party on the
Bistro Patio.
On Saturday, some of the
Greek organizations will have
activity tables at the annual Fun
Fair run by TCAC and ACES
and will organize large games of
capture-the-flag and tug-of-war.

ing competition is under discussion. Greek Week will culminate with a soapbox derby down
Vernon St.
Gage hopes that students
involved in Trinity's Greek-life
and students not in sororities or
fraternities can "have some fun
together, meet and bond" during
Greek Week.

Program Laments Sex Crimes
EVAN NORRIS
NEWS

EDITOR

Today at 5:30 p.m. a coalition
of Trinity organizations will sponsor "Take Back the Night," an
evening of programs and speeches
designed to heighten awareness of
sexual violence on college campuses. The groups which are
backing the event include Kappa,
SART,
Zeta,
EROS, the
President's
Sexual
Assault
Committee, SATF, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Water Polo, SafeWalks,
Safe Sex in the City quad, the
Quest program, Women's Rugby,
VOID,
TCERT,
TCBWO,
Planned Parenthood, CleoAX and
the Inter-Greek Council.
According to the college website, 'Take Back the Night" has its
origins in J9th century England,
when protesters marched to
cleanse the streets of criminals.
The first appearance of the event
in America occurred in 1979 in
San Francisco "to raise awareness
about rape and sexual assault and
to retake the streets from perpetrators."
'
The last 20 years Have witnessed increased attention to incidents of sexual abuse on campuses, leading colleges across the
world to sponsor 'Take Back the
Night" events every April, Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.
'Take Back the Night" will

begin with introductions by the
Sexual Assault Task Force. They
will outline the night's activities,
presenting themselves, several
Sexual Assault Response Team
members and the Peer Counselors
in attendance, as well as providing
an explanation as to the job and
jurisdiction of each organization.
One of the keynote speakers

can be done to remove the obstacles.
Survivors of sexual abuse will
then be asked to speak and share
their stories. Following that, representatives of the President's
SAC and Senior President Jason
Gallant will address the audience.
After the speakers have concluded their remarks, those who

Abi Moldover

Laura Lockwood of the Women's Center is co-sponsoring TBTN.
of the night is Leah Prescott, a
representative of the Sexual
Assault Crisis Services, whose
Hartford chapter provides counseling and support to all victims of
sexual crimes. She will speak to
several points, including why it is
imperative that sexual abuses be
reported; what keeps those
assaulted from coming • forward
and making accusations, and what

have assembled on the Cave patio
will join in a candlelight march
around campus, to remember and
honor victims of sexual crimes.
The procession will end on the
main quad outside of Cinestudio,
where a bonfire will be set. There,
poems and stories will be read and
the floor will be open to any indisee TAKE on page 8
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Take Back the Night* Meant ChalMngs, flyers, Poetry
to Change Campus Culture Provoke AIDS Discussion
continued from page 6
viduals wishing to share a personal story. In
a cathartic and symbolic act, people will be
invited to throw into the fire names and
memories associated with sexual violence.

itas of the issue—hopefully demystify
reporting procedures—encourage all students to practice respectful behavior
towards each other, and encourage students,
faculty and admin to join in the effort of

continued from page 1
demic and served to catch the attention of
passersby. Noren helped with this aspect,
and feels that it serves a great purpose.
"SUSHI always tries to combine scientific and humanitarian issues by doing
something creative or artistic when talking about a scientific issue. Therefore, to
raise awareness on campus about
HTV/AIDS we wanted to make a visual
display that gives info about AIDS but
also looks aesthetically powerful. We

long distance access, and contact numbers for representatives across the country. They also asked students to fill out
postcards to legislators asking for
increased funding. The phone-a-thon was
a tremendous success. In a period,of an
hour and a half, 59 calls were logged. A
similar phone-a-thon was held a few
years prior, and SUSHI saw that their
yields were triple that of the earlier
attempt.
Nonell, a key contributor to the

T h e senators received a report... and I know we
made an impact on those two days."
- Lizabeth Nonell '07, SUSHI Member

iatt

Ben Johnson '04 delivers a speech et last year's Take Back the Night"
Laura Lockwood, the Director of the
Women's Center, who is co-sponsoring the
event, says that^Take Back the Night" is of
paramount importance to Trinity, specifically because it draws attention to the lack of
awareness from the student body of sexual
crimes on campus. "Sexual Assault is the
most underreported crime in the country
and on campus, and leaves in its wake many
shattered °lives...and many folks getting
away with it."
Far from an isolated night, Lockwood
wants 'Take Back the Night" to have farreaching ramifications. 'This event will
raise awareness to the severity and the grav-

creating a campus of respect, and integrity
and to work towards changing the campus
culture which perpetuates sexual violence."
Tonight's events are expected to draw a
couple of hundred students, faculty and
administrators. In the past the event has
drawn on average 100 participants. Those
organizing the event hope for high attendance so myths about sexual crimes can be
dispelled and uninformed students can discover how pervasive and dangerous sexual
assault is. Says Lockwood, "If people leave
this event with a heightened awareness,
concern, and desire to work towards a rapefree campus, then we've done a lot."

Pft.OM TUG

always have really ambitious plans for
what we want to create, but then we have
to be realistic about time and resources."
SUSHI also utilized chalkings to get their
message out. These chalkings, along with
flyers, were intended to get people attention and to get them talking and thinking
about AIDS.
One of the biggest events planned was
the phone-a-thon which took place in
Mather On Wednesday and Thursday.
SUSHI members were stationed at a table
outside the dining hall and urged students
to call their local state senators to ask
them to support raising the Global AIDS
Fund.
. The table had three phones set up with

Edm

NJGSCAC

Bates: Six members of the Bates College community — four students, a
psychology professor and a staffer for the chaplain's office — were among
a select group of individuals from campuses across Maine to receive awards
from the state's Campus Compact in recognition of outstanding contributions in community service and service-learning.
Bowdoim: A record 5,026 applications for admission were submitted by
prospective students this year - the first time in Bowdoin College's history
that applications surpassed the 5,000 mark. Of the 5,026 who applied,
1,221 students were offered admission (24.3%) to the Class of 2009.

Students Fly Cheaper
summer travel study abroad, &more
IWitOc

Ibronto
London
Jffllft

|H?

StudentUniverse.com

Of eatD.ali earnest

phone-a-thon, was pleased by the efforts
that were made and responses that they
received. "We always spoke to the senators' secretaries and they were very polite
in taking our messages as weil as encouraging to our cause. The senators received
a report of how many calls were made
regarding this issue and I know we made
an impact on those two days. It was great
to work as a team and talk to the students
about the effects of their calls. The most
important thing is to persist and the
effects will be seen."
AIDS Week ended on Friday, April 1.
SUSHI's efforts were culminated with a
concert held on Friday night at Vernon
Social Center.
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College Strives for Energy Efficiency
ing standard-, foi all buildings, 01 gallon oi 111.JI oil cost $0 0-19.
even within a single building. In
whereat the cost in January 11>XP is
NEWS WRITER
general. however. Smith Mated thai
$0.771.over >n£een times as gicat.
Thomas A. Smith. Vice. an attempt was being made Co hold
Tims, reduction in the use of oncrPresident of the College, recently
building temperatures to h5 g> has had nti significant impact on
issued a memorandum concerning
degrees F.
the College's total expenditure fin
ericigy conservation to all memIn culling for all individual? to
it.
bers* of the faculty and administrabe "alert to conditions 01 situations
In terms of cost, during the
tion." Slating that the College's
anywhere on campus that seem to
I972-IW3 .uadennc >eai, the
success in attempting to reduce
be energy wasteful," Smith stated
actual expenditure foi electricity
energy- consumption lias, been
thai such situations, if located,
was $i75.000, the cost ot all fueK
•xl, Smith acknowledged ijiui
would be leported to the Office (>t
was Ii 185,000. and $17,000 was
I* -Muse "futuif reduction may n'ot
Buildings and Grounds. In areas
spent on waia and gas. The loul
.' so great and because puces will
where heat loss could be cut by n,c
budget for that was S9 million,
'iitinue to nse, the voluntary
of poljcthelene sheets, Smith asks
witli these cxpcndiluies repiesent...orts of ail oi us are e\erm'ore
that iK.cupanLs call Buildings and
ing appro\imi.tcly 4;l ol the budgnilicaiil u\ coiiLinued eiiorls to
Ciniunds for materials and iW-iset Ju coinpaiison. in the i97Sninatc waste HI uimnus huildtatic." in application, it necessary.
i WJ nuidemL year, MUS.OtX) was
s."
'I he Tiir.ii> campus contains
spent on eL-cuiuiy. Ntfi4.0(KJ on
The Vice President calico l\ir
approximately 1,322.000 ^.qii.iu1
all IULK, :ind S*2JK)0IMI water and
Tnnilj cuiiiiinujilv 10 turn
K1. •. ol building .-.pace, 77 r .' of ga~>. repij.sentnig appio\iin u iel>
i" uuial ihcrnu'suiis '•; 'heir lowv.si
V.'IICJI is sei viced wilh light !>y Uu?
5 r - ofan annual huduct ol i\5 mii!•* fit. in areas that we not occueicctiic substation n&u FVnii, and
lion. Foi the auren; year. $3ol,000
, d ior periods longer than a fcw 74',?' of which is heated through the
has been budgeted flecincity.
1
• irs. and to make sine tl'al ther- cciidai heating plant.
S563.OO0 lor oil. and S43.(XK) foi
i.i slats are set at lowest levels
^alcranJ gas. SiPiih is ceitain that
In data peit.iining only 10 this
these allotments will he exceeded
• erni»lu. Interior dour* and wiiisubstatioii and central heating
by a "considi-uihle amount' and
»•• .vs should be tightly closed,
plant, between the veins of 1970
predicts that uvia one millicn cfr>l;ind iy"9. a 16.9 reduction in averI ii hfs turned oul in areas already
hus wrll be expended on energy
age annual kilowatt usage was
• isonably welJ-illuininalcd by
this year.
reported, as well as a .* 1c.'o reduc• I i 'lighi. hoi water use should be
tion in average monthly consumpTin iimized, and electric equipment
Smith noted that the most sigtion of oil. To be considered is the
in i«.l off when not in use.
nificant decreases in energy confact that approximately 80,000
Smith noted thai most sections
sumption have come through the
square
feet, in the form of the addiincreased installation of insulation,
••! the campus., both old and new,
1
tion to the Library and the new
and the efforts of Building and
* re noi constructed with energy
South Campus Dormitory, were
CiroLinds to gain direct control over
• •twenotiun in mind, and that as a
• J'i, ii. would be impossible to added to the utility system tn the systems. Acemding to Smith a
fall of 1979. In January 1970. one
30'^ or better reduction in con•]•" •* y'milar heating and lightMEGAN WHITE

(860) 278-4334

sumption can be brought
when Buildings ,md Grounds c;m
gain control « U T an energ) S}s
tern; wheicas in aieas in which
individuals aie loll to tlieir own
Jiiviiv.t. only d 2(K,<' roducuon is
espenenccd.
However, Smith acknowledges
iliat voluutaiy personal ellorts to
save heat, such as sealm;.: leaks,
closing window,, soiling ihermo>lats at (i5 depiees F in occupied
iirea> ami at 50-55 degiiv* F in
un()cni]>ied area-., and upuitiiig
wastes ha\e been iiclphil 'Hie Vice
1'iestdonl (.omniente.l ihat he has1
noticed .in nviiMiv in (.nergy eonsCKiusnoai among the faculty as
well as among ilic -.indent-.
iiaving iiispecied J;u\K lullowuig the siudeiils" deparluu ioi
the ChusiniiK bunk. Smith R-poila i ihiil students h.id clc-scd windows and turned do'vn the heat,
and (hat the building was "much
tighiei than i h.sd seen ii 'vlcre.'"
Smith divsnol ad'.ocale. iv)we\ei,
sindi.nis tumi".;.' inT li«hting in
;ia-as wiieie >t is needed, since ihi-.
poses a security li^k.
Smith staled thai he ' feels
good about the gains made in energy conservation" and uinsideis
that the College has noi made
man} bad judgments in effectively
utilizing the money made available
through these gains. Me attributes
this largely to the efforts of Kiel
Ciandall and John Wathnc ol

At tne pirscjil time. .1 cumpui
sii/ed energy managt-ment <vstcsi>
is being installed in touneen maior
buildings on Uie campu.s. It will
incieaso the direct conuol nl
buildings and Grounds si-ill uvri
Ciioigy use at about 140 points
(laiBo niotois. valves, rl.mipei-.
thermostat1!, oilier sensors, pioofs)
m these huildings The system is
cxpLUidahb. as lime and biidgi'is
pennit, to Iwo-thousand points
Sniiih suited thai the ne\«
maiot pioject toflowiiig tk* msialkition of flu* new boifcis would be
the lefenesliaUon (M Lnnv: Walk
v.indovs The Jams windows o\s
iipniu^'iuatcly one hund'ed \e:us
old .iiii! imisl '.v lepl.iced «ith j
1IIL.!I quality window, >el to K
found, in which eoasuleiauons oi
appi/tunniv, dur.ihilii\ '-id UH-Emal efficiency will h.Uv. I- K i-.a!
anccd.
Slated Smith, "It isdilMciili in
decide what to saeiilkv: eneriry >>i
acsiluiics. We have an oi'ligaiion
to keep oui changes js L|(;s^ as
possible to the design of ilk* origiluil building, y d we a;i- alw;i\.-,
dii\en by cost, winch necessitates
placing emph.'si.s on energy elllctency. it will Iv inteiesling lo s-ec
what the next aichilectui.il de\elopniL-nt will be, as design will
ha\e to be dominated, lo greater
and giCcitei degrees, by considerations ol energy."

24 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT

Free Delivery!

The BestfooA with the Lowest Prices in Hartford
Just mention Trinity to receive Special Discounted Prices!

Large 2.
Pizza
w/Z Ift&t- soda

Lat-ste CHetzsez Pizza
1O Buffalo Win&s
2 liter soda

Very close t o Campus
No minimum for Trinity Delivery!

2 tgr. Ctoeestz Pizzas /'SXS.99**ax

2 Meet, cneese Pizzas S &Z3.99-rtax
2 Meet Cfuxse vtr/X tof^finsi f $XS.9S-rtatc
Z Artec* CTaeese

This Week at Trinity

r 10th
FRI:
TCAC BBQ
Spring Weekend
Announcement
4:30PM - Cave Patio
IMANI BlackOut
Hilton Hotel
8PM
WifSleball

Tournament
XOPM

FGh MOREINFO GO TO
http://interaeatrincoll.edu/TrinExchange/

Amnesty
Fashion Show
8:30PM
Vernon Center
Mather Crawl
9:30PM[ather Lower Level
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10
It'S
KATE BUTLER
FEATURES WRITER

I've been feeling a bit under the weather lately. And when I say weather, I'm
referring to recent days which have broken
this harsh New England winter with temperatures climbing into the 60s and the last
bits of snow melting away. The intoxicating aroma of crocuses and the sound of
people romping around the quad has left

balance work with play. These days, however, a widespread epidemic has struck the
College's populace —: an epidemic which
can scarcely be avoided or denied.
The symptoms of Spring Fever vary
greatly, which is perhaps why it is a malady so difficult to treat. The illness can
manifest in anything from a mono-like
fatigue to a sort.of hyperactive fanatical
delirium. Cases have been reported in
which victims are unable to participate in

Reasons We'll AH
Secretly Miss Winter

10. Two words: snowball fights.
9. We didrif get to make the snowman in the shape of Jimmy
Jones.
8. The 'cold weather" gave the girls a reason not to walk
back across campus at 4 a.m.
7. No more excuse to wear Uggs.
6. The Winter athletes are starting to let themselves go ...
5. The people who went to Barbados over the winter are no
longer the darkest ones on campus.
4. NOW cute wintergear is half of f.
$. Snow * pretty. Rain s depressing as.bell.
2. At least we had Spring Break to look forward to. The rest
of the semester is a deathly landscape.
1. Snow days... oh wait... never mind.

You don't have to be bedridden to know you've got a bad case of Spring Fever.
me in quite a debilitated state. Unable to
perform at peak condition, I decided that
my fellow Trin Campers could use a little
help in diagnosing and treating the ailment
known as Spring Fever.
Although Spring officially began with
the equinox on March 20, its effects have
been running rampant throughout the
Trinity College campus in one form or
another for quite some time. It seems that
there's always a celebration or an excuse to
"take the day off," making it difficult to

activities they once loved such as classes,
meetings, and even important appointments. Some poor souls are so incapacitated that they feel they must call in sick from
work. Even worse off is the lot who simply cannot muster the strength to return
phone calls or e-mails, much less search for
a summer job.
This seasonally-induced ADD is similar to the strand of Spring Fever from
see CAUGHT on page 13

Bl a Tal^
Showing Pasty Pride in a World of Bronzed Clones
ASHLEY B E L L
FEATURES EDITOR

Oh, the joys of being back on campus
after Spring Break. The snow is melting,
and it looks like spring might just be
around that corner after all. It certainly
looks like no one on this campus skipped
out on the summer fashion preview that is
starting to take over store windows, especially since being seen on the beaches of
Cabo in last year's warm weather garb was
simply not an option.

And it.also seems like no one skipped
out on any opportunity to boost their skin's
recuperate over the summer, but no, appar- melanin and, with it, various skin cancer
JULIET IZON
ently the gods of dentistry have decided cells. Whether it was spray-on, a tanning
FEATURES WRITER
that my precious week off in March is truly bed, self-tanner, or a natural glow from
Paris, Capri, Antibes ... these are all the the ideal time to get all up in my mouth. your relaxing vacation, nothing says "I'm
places I could have been over Spring Break Excellent. So, instead of jaunting off to pretty" quite like a new tan. So apparently
if it weren't for a pesky little problem I like Monaco in my very fabulous private jet for being pale is out this year. Go figure. I was
to call wisdom teeth.
a rendezvous with Yves, my new French hoping this would be the year of the fairYou may be familiar with this break model boyfriend, I find myself not only skinned, rising above the usual, daunting
confines of the selectively bronzed, and
sweeping the nation, or at least this camApparently the gods of dentistry have decided that
pus, with the wonders of proper skincare.
my precious week off in March is the ideal time to get
But apparently the Trin community
all up in my mouth.
couldn't help but make the most of whatever sun (or other tanning method) expominer, as well as the barrage of "jokes" that flying Southwest, but stuck in the "C" sec- sure that was available over Spring Break.
your elders like to crack when they learn of tion at that And, for any stewardesses read- As one of the painfully pale, the only way
your problem. "Well, I guess you won't be ing this, yes I am over 15, so please let me I can partake in this pigment-raising party
wise anymore then, eh?" (chuckle chuck- sit in the emergency exit row next time is to round up the three other translucent
le). Oh yes, I haven't heard that one before, without the ferocious glares. But I digress.
individuals on this campus, break out the
lust like I've never had anyone ask me
Back home, I make the most of my few snacks, and try to guess which method each
where my Romeo is.
days of freedom by sitting on the couch and person chose as their means of achieving
As if that weren't bad enough, it seems watching hours of "Degrassi," my favorite that "I just got off the beaches of Acapulco,
to me that surgeries like this always get Canadian teen drama, or eating real food, darling" look that everyone seems to be so
scheduled during the best of vacations. I
adamant on acquiring. Seeing as the whole
see MY SPRING BREAK on page 14
have a whole three and a half months to
vacation thing was not happening for me, I

began to look into the more local options
available to help me achieve the same
bronzed glow.
But let's be honest. We can all spot the
girls that use the self-tanner from across

www.google.com

Too much tanning can make you look
like an oompaloompa, or worse, Kerry.
the Long Walk. As soon as they raise a
hand to say hi, the infamous orange palm
is now exposed from failing to use the rubber gloves that the package recommended.
Since I didn't even consider them as an
option due to their unsightly potential consequences, I figured at least the phenomenon of tanning booths would have worn
off, what with the other miraculous innosee PASTY on page 13
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Arouwd Trinity If
And Don't Blame the Raccoons
Forget drugs and muggings — it seems there is a
trash can fiend on the loose. A receptacle from
"second floor Jackson was reported missing;
later, one was found tipped over on the LSC
quad, spilling half-eaten Doritos bags, failed
quizzes, and various rubber items. The next
night, there was some more garbage-can-flinging in the basement of one of our notable
Greek establishments along with ape-like
shrieking. AT understands that loud music,
testosterone, and piles of trash are a dangerous
mix, but at the very least, AT is glad that Trinity
boys recycle their toys.

He's Got What it Takes
Costume parties are a rollicking good time ...
especially after a few beers and some table
mounting. On Saturday night another one of
our Greek organizations hosted a costume
party which featured a contest for best costume. In an effort to rally some contestants,
some hardcore pledges boldly mounted the bar,
including one very well-dressed marine- in
camouflage facepaint, navy hat, suspenders,
and completely bare-chested - holding a bottle
over his head and screaming, "Whoooo
waaaants absinthe?" amid shouts of "You
suck!" from the crowd. Kudos to our sailor^
friendfor getting out on the front lines - next
time, AT wants to see the guy with the lederhosen.

Not That We Were Looking
While AT is always encouraging a healthy
expression of young, virile sexuality, AT would
like to remind all Trin campers that while a little bump and grind here and there on the
dance floor is expected as part of a ritualistic
Saturday night, simulating the consummation
process against a dark corner in a crowded
room is generally frowned upon. That was the
case at a large party Saturday night. But, judging by their helpless, clawing gestures and
semi-conscious facial expressions, AT stipulates that not even a clean, well-lit bedroom
could have facilitated the process.

And Now for the Most Egregious Act
of Public Indecency...
We know Monday mornings are difficult, but if
you're going to.get your adrenaline flowing in
public, do it with a cup of Sanka. AT was
appalled to walk up the second floor staircase in
the North dormitory only to find a couple happily and all too obviously copulating on a couch
in the lounge. Either these folks didn't realize
the weekend was over, or they just needed a
morning buzz to get them going. AT's word to
the wise: it's sexy when you're in eleventh
grade and in your Dad's Buick, but it's time to
discover the beauty of closed doors.
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Can \C\ck a \Vrench *••

continued from page 1
time in grammar school all over
again."
But this was not just your flashback to fifth grade phys ed. Each
game went to four innings, and
upon losing, a team was instantly
eliminated. The winning team
would receive dinner at a restaurant
of their choice, as well as a massive
trophy, described by
President Jones as "one
serious trophy. That's no
sissy trophy."
And there were some
folks who went at it hardcore. While there were
the ever-present peoplelaughing-hystericallyand-eating-doughnuts-inright-field, there were
also boys in muscle tees
doing lunges and jumping jacks in the sidelines.
It was like an "Eye of the
Tiger" routine, only
updated to Fat Joe.

ing to the next round.
The next game was a quick and
painless disembowelment of Zeta
Omega Eta by Team Portugal. This
particular Features writer dutifully
took her place in Zeta's center field
and watched woefully as our South
American representatives brought
in run after run. Kickers quickly
found the holes - in other words,

runs in the last inning, Psi U eventually sealed their victory. And they
made sure to let us know it when,
immediately after the last out, an
apparently very elated Psi U brother snatched up the trophy himself,
ran around the bases waving it over
his head, and plunked it down, on
home plate like DeSoto's flag in
Cajas.
Some
tournament
highlights: a certain highranking SGA officer kicking a (very) foul ball and
nearly
toppling
our
Dunkin Donuts display; a
heroic diving catch by a
Team Portugal first baseman that sent him flying
five feet forward; and a
loveable sophomore third
baseman, with apparent
holes in his hands. Big
ones. But we won't name
names, we'll just pick you
last in gym class.
Yes, only in kickball
does bonding consist of
Zeta girls scampering
away from Psi U brothers
n u r l i n g rubber balls at
them. But what with rocking out to Lynyrd Skynyrd in the
sidelines, splitting muffins at the
refreshment table, and wrestling
over second base, there was plenty
of inter-organization mingling and
the proverbial good time had by all.
True, most of it consisted of heckling and your-mom jokes, but for
college students,- that's like the
' equivalent of a hearty handshake.
But, in the words of Vince
Lombardi, "If winning isn't everything, why do they keep score?"
Sure enough, in his post-game
interview with Tripod Features,
Alfonso Bui summed it up:
"Overall, the tournament was competitive, fun, and I got a lot of
laughs out ofit. a Then he added,
'Team Portugal will definitely take
it next year, though."

Even President Jones
had a rollicking good
time. "I thought that getChuck Pratt
ting so many members of
the student body together A zealous camper steps up to the plate on Sabirday.

for such an event was an excellent
idea," he said. "There were a lot of
smiles and a lot of laughs Saturday
—just the thing for a soggy weekend to lift everyone's spirits,
including that of the guy in the
president's office."
President Jones "kicked off'
(har har) the game with the ceremonial first pitch. '1 was honored
to have been asked to throw out the
first kickball," he said. "This was
my inaugural adventure since
somehow, in the medieval ages
when I was young, we missed playing kickball altogether." His pitch
was received by a member of the
Senior Team who clearly could not
handle Jimmy Jones's fireball. This
game ended, like most, with Psi U
kicking general tukus and advanc-

center field - and sent 'em sailing
into the, er, nets. This game went by
very quickly.
Game three showcased an
SGA/Cleo partnership face off
against Psi U, still aglow from their
conquest of the Senior Team in the
first game. Once again Psi U protected their reputation as formidable sportsmen, and SGA/Cleo protected their reputation as not.
Finally Psi U and Team
Portugal met up in the palpably
heated championship round. This
one was like a showcase of whocan-make-the-most-showstoppingplays, what with home runs into the
squash courts and sweet, sweet
catches. Although Team Portugal
almost kind of began to maybe
think about closing the gap to four

Arabic Club's Promising Start
DANIELLE MICHAUD
FEATURES CONTRIBUTER
You know about TCAC and
College Democrats, but chances
are you may not have heard of the
Arabic Club. Run by officers
Nadia Zahran (President), John
Jabbour (Vice President), Marissa
Watkins (Secretary), and Ibrahim
Jabbour (Treasurer), the Arabic
Club is a fairly new group at
Trinity that has been' gradually
gaining prominence on campus as
a cultural organization. The
Arabic Club's mission is to foster
an environment for all that
encompasses Arabic culture,
which includes religion, politics,
customs, food, language, and literature.
Although the group attracts a
large portion of its membership
from those who are enrolled in
Arabic classes, knowledge of the
language is not necessary to be
part of Arabic Club. All that is
necessary to join is an interest in
Arabic culture and "anything pertaining to the Arab world," said

Jabbour.
According to Jabbour, the
club strives to "expand people's
interest in the myriad of culture in
trie Middle East ... [by continuing] programming that catches
the general population's interest."
Through such programs, the
group hopes to get as many students involved in the Arabic Club
as possible.

them to see each other as friends
rather than enemies embedded on
opposing sides of a conflict.
The Arabic Club would also
eventually like to work with the
Muslim Student Association.
"Islam is a big part of the Arab
world," said Jabbour. Most
recently, the Arabic Club catered
some Middle Eastern foods for its
group members to sample.

The Arabic Club has consistently teamed up with other cultural organizations on campus to
promote and explore different
cultural issues. During the fall
semester, the Arabic Club and
IMANI held a discussion about
racial profiling.
The Arabic Club is also
preparing to hold a Lebanese
lunch with Hillel this month. The
two groups are currently in talks
about planning an event that promotes Seeds of Peace. Seeds of
Peace is an organization that
sends Israeli and Palestinian
teenagers to an American summer
camp for three weeks, allowing

"I thought it was a huge success and an indication that our
future events will have more people in attendance," said Nadia
Zahran.
If you are interesied in
exploring different aspects of the
Arab world or would like to help
with one of the group's cultural
programs, do not hesitate to get
attend one of the club's meetings, generally held at 3 p.m. on
Fridays at the Cave.
Nadia Zahran is "really looking forward to heading the
Arabic Club and making it an
enjoyable experience for every-
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sunniuing the spuing
What to Do When that April Bug Bites
continued from page 11

which I seem to be suffering, leaving me
completely without motivation for anything remotely constructive. I find myself
constantly seeking sunshine and anything
involving fruit, getting yelled at for persist-

no need to panic or quarantine yourself a la
28 Days Later. In fact, doctors have reason
to believe that a cure for Spring Fever is
out there.
As scientists work around the clock to
discover an antidote for the poison that is

I find myself constantly seeking sunshine and anything involving fruit, getting yelled at for persistently
repeating the phrase, "Let's do something spring-y!"
eritly repeating the phrase "Let's do something spring-y!" to my friends at inopportune moments.
- One friend says she feels like a sevenyear-old boy, running around and even
skinning her knee in an attempt to "frolic."
Indeed, Trinity is starting to feel like camp
in its finest form, with people showing up
late to class (if at all), winded and dirty
from exerting themselves in this wildly
active and irrational season.
Unfortunately, this devastating illness
does not solely target the brain. You might
notice your skin turning a deep bronze due
to excessive, expo_sure to sunlight. Do not
be alarmed: this is normal.
Similarly, your hair may begin to look
a few shades lighter. DO NOT induce
vomiting! Poison control centers everywhere are inundated with calls concerning
these fluctuations in complexion. There is

infecting the minds and bodies of today's
youth, it is up to the rest of us to fight the
battle from the inside. Some might find it
soothing to cuddle up with a favorite
spooning partner and avoid movement at
all costs. Better yet, roll down the windows and go on an adventure in New
England's Rising Star! (Don't forget your
pepper spray!)
Other alleviations include getting out
all that extra energy by cranking up "Numa
Numa lei" and staging an impromptu dance
party. Or, you could waste away again in
Margaritaville. Try putting the lime in the
coconut You get the idea.
As for me, I'll be the kid in class bartering with the professor to hold the lecture
outside (that is, if I am feeling well enough
to show up at all). If you, too, fall victim to
this devastating illness, cheer up! You
probably caught it from me.

ANB

So you parried hard and are now paying for it. Have no fear — -we'll
tell you just how to deal -with the effects of an all-too-crazy spring
break. Whether you contracted some sort of disease or some
unflattering photos have emerged, there's hope for some of you.
While the rest of you might not be so lucky, hang in there. Summer
is almost here, which is an opportunity to make a whole bunch of
new mistakes.

- AUGUST 22

Blow a l l your money on quarter s W :

Your Vacation to the tropics Was heaven, but

machines out in VegasP Pon't Worry, cancel

your plane rids back next to the bawling hr.'j-

your credit cards, plans to join a fraternity,

year-old twins Was heLL The fanged flight

and meaL plan and you'LL be able t o pick your

attendant might have been a little friendlier

finances up before you know i t

You can

if you didn't t e l l her t o dean her ears With

always Live off <?f cheap. staLe muffins that

those sticks in her hair. And that Lost Lug-

you find lying around. They can't be that o\A,

gage Will soon turn up. You might Want to

they've s t i l l got their blueberry piling.

open H: fadng away from you. though.

PfSCES

V/fft&O

Peeft-UAR-y 13 - M A R C H 1 0

A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M & E A . 22

Your Vacation consisted of beaching it up in
excited over the lowered drinking age.

Pon't Let anyone teLL you different - hanging out at with the Vents playing .Scrabble
all Week is not Lame. You also got a Lot of

Although that Was a blast, you realize that

reading done. even if it Was just the QtAde

the Bahamas With a l l of the high schoolers

maybe engaging in alternate activities With a

Channel on your Cable system. And a l l of

mysterious stranger during your Vacay Was-

that Will come in handy during the C,I2.E_5

n't the smartest idea when she turns out t o

when you need to know the Word for

be a freshman _ in high schooL

"three-toed sloth." (It's "ai" - thanks Pad!)

5
Don't get me wrong, I do get the sick
vations in skin painting that have surfaced. and unexpected joy that comes from seeing
But it seems that people still have not real- someone whose skin has turned the shade
ized the sheer ridiculousness of paying for of a dried-up chili pepper from one too
UV damage that could be done for free many naps on the beaches of Cancun. And
with a more natural result. And I think that of course I can always justify my paleness
the pale and tanned can unite in saying that with the fact that Beverly, Mass, was the
an orange glow is a no-go.
most happening place this spring, and I'm
To the untrained eye, the newest sure everyone will believe me. But I can't
method of spray-on tanning - done in an help but hide my pale legs behind another
actual salon instead of the comfort of your pair of pants instead of enthusiastically
own bathroom —would seem like a promis- whipping out the shorts to make the most
ing alternative. But apparently if you were out of the days when the peak temperature
to inhale the spray, you could end up with is in the 60s.
some disease that no amount of dark skin
I guess I can rest assured that when
could justify contracting. And here I we're all in our 50s, I'll still have silky
thought I had come up with a viable option smooth and wrinkle-free skin. But then
to keep up with the cutthroat competition again I can't help thinking that by that time,
of the tanners that adorn this campus. science will have been put to good use and
Somehow I just can't see myself justifying will come up with a miracle cream to
a disease when the cause is artificial tan- reverse all the skin damage countless Trin
ning. I think I'll stay pasty, thank you.
campers have acquired over the years.

Leo

AOUACUUS

Acues
- OCTO&EA. 22

MAR-CH 2 1 - A P R . I L 13

continued from page 11

Over the break you racked up some serious

You think you've impressed a l l your

famiLy time on that Visit to the grandparents

friends With your tan. but they aLL know

in F/lorida. Although you may seem like you

you got a favorite-customers discount at

missed out on scamming on underage hotties

Tanz R. Us. Mext time, t r y for something a

With Paces, your grandparents Will reward

Little more golden and a Little Less tan-

you With their boat, that you've had your eye

gerine. On. and you missed a spot. No one's

on. Just what you need — another Way t o

telling you this, but that's what We're here

scam on girb.

for.

- M A V 20
Now that you're back from your excursion to

OCTO&ER- 23 - NOVEM&ER. 21
•Uaving been stuck on Trins campus this

the Disney capital, of the World, you can't

break, you've Learned a Valuable lesson

heLp but think that something significant

about parking your car in Llartford on Late.

happened but you Were too Incoherent to

Late nights. Pon t Worry, that lost car Will

remember i t LrtfcLe do you know you spent a

turn up soon. You LI see Cave N/jary driving

night of passion in the arms of a certain talL

around

dark, and handsome someone who knows

.Schoolyard." And Lucky for you. shes

how to rub a Lamp.

added a brand new spoiler

in

it

blasting

"Concrete

SAG(TTAfU(JS

www.google.com

M A V 2 1 - O U N E 21

N O V / E M & E R . 22 - DecEM&ER. 21

You think that you just had rt made for
.Spring Break With your jet-setting t o a fabulous European destination. JJoWeVer. now
that you're back in the U.S.. you come to find
that perhaps drinking the Water might not
have been the smartest choice. But don't
Worry, those sores that you've contracted
are bound to clear up by June.

Your Week in an island paradbe was a l l
kinds of fun, urrtiL you Were arrested for
smuggling 'shrooms. Pont Worry. We know
those Were planted by that three4egged
dancer. And that disease you contracted
from those Laos natives WiLL soon dissipate, but Waft for the 3 a.m. call regarding
your bastard son.

Ouwe 22 - Oui_y 22

£>£CEM&Eft- 22 - OAMUAfty 13

Unlike CJemini who Was Lucky to rebound

Your road trip down to N/jiami involved Lots of

from the perib of .Sin City, what Went on in

pumping James Brown and hanging'out at

Vegas for you didn't quite stay there. Be on

wendy's rest stops. It Was a good time and

the Lookout for surfacing pictures of you m a

you've escaped reLatifely unscathed, except

Leopard-print mesh thong With a Chiquita

for the tons of money you're spending on ther-

girl-Like headpiece on. But don't t r y t o stop

apy after finding a severedfingerin your bowl

said documentation's circulation, this 'is Trin

of chili But once you put out the expose, rev-

Don't let the pretty lady fool you — this tanning booth is a UV-ray-ridden deathtrap. after alt

enues from the memoir Will follow.
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continued from page 1
mask. When I wake up, I have a mouth full
which I will soon find out is next to impos- of gauze and a cheek the size of a bowling
sible after having oral surgery. When the ball. I can't wait to go out'tonight!
day of my operation arrives, I call my closThe only plus is the fact that both my
est friends and bequeath my various purses parents are doing whatever they can to
to them in case of fatal complications.
make me as comfortable as possible. So, in
Although
case I didn't say
they don't seem
so
already,
to be worried
thanks for the
about my health,
new C230, Mom
they do seem
and Dad, it's
excited at the
really fast. I
prospect of free
spend the next
Prada clutches.
few days in a
When I call one
Hydrocodone
friend the next
haze, and am
morning to say I
upset to learn
made it through,
upon sobering up
she refuses to
that
my
speak to me
boyfriend did not
because I didn't
in fact fly in
leave her my
from Paris to
Birkin. Well, at
come visit me
least she cared,
for the last few
right?
days. My mother
then proceeds to
In the office
hide my pills
the
dentist
from me.
informs me of the
various complicaFor the rest
tions that can
of break, I have a
ensue from the
few visitors, who
removal of one
tell me I look
small tooth: nerve
remarkably good
damage, dry root
for just having
syndrome (which
had surgery. A
must be one of
few days later,
the grossest ailwhile he is intoxments ever), possible psychosis,
www.google.com
"friTnds"
and death. He makes
surewisdom
to mumble
JuRe^s
teeth the
got more
SB
action
did. lying and that I
calls to tellthan
me she
he was
last.two as he smothers me with a gas
looked like Quasimodo. It's always nice to
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know you can trust your friends, isn't it? I
continue to eat my apple sauce and ice
cream, and at night, dream of solid food.
By the time I return to school, not only
am I still not tan, but I have developed a
bruise on my jawline that makes me seem
like a real badass. Unfortunately, I am such

one of the egg guys at Mather. And actually
he just smiled and nodded, so really that
leaves me with nothing.
So, now that it's all said and done, I think
that removing your wisdom teeth actually
makes you smarter. I gained a new perspective on how people are treated when they are

By the time I return to school, not only am I still not
tan, but I have developed a bruise on my jawling that
makes meseem like a real badass.
a wuss that everyone assumes I fell down a
few flights of stairs. Or that I have paint on
my face, which really isn't that much better. When I try to tell people I got in a girl
fight, the only person that believes me is

infirmed and how the long road to recovery
can sometimes be a rocky, yet fulfilling one.
Haha, who am I kidding? I'm just glad I
found the drugs before I got back to
school.

A Morning In the
Chem Labf an Afternoon
at the Beach
Choose f loan ose r SHJ course*. You II be jo inir^g
7JQ00 otherstuderik w h s know that M&ifefrclass
leaning «& iesHfon lifires ty a k * meaw waMsbs*
summertime fun in Boston.

Discover the power of summer.

BOSTON
517-353-5124 »'

fvices
Re

Positions The Ckangfiiijj Face ofMeoicme

Readak is looking for teachers to conduct tkeir Reading
and Study Skills course to students in grades 5 through
12 in private sckools around the -world. Teachers will
remain at each school tor anywhere from four to nine
weeks, and will work at approximately five sckools over
tke course of a school year. Bring your resume to the
info session for an on-the-spot interview, or email it
beforehand to Kristy ^Wkalen at kwhalen(5>readak.corn.

d tke role proxessional societies 2»la.y

L influencing these ckanges.

-

Featured. Speaker: Dr. Carolyn Runowic%
Dr. Runowicz is tke next president of tke American
Cancer Society. Ske kas keen involved with tke Society
since tke early 90s -participating on numerous committees^
advisory groups and workgroups.

7:00 9:00 pm

7:00—8:00 pm
Tirarsday, April 1

, April 6

l|iio

fairs

Mtdticultural Networking Reception Senior Salute!
Tkis is a great opportunity to meet and network witk
our alumni in a fun and relaxed atmospkere. Hear
from tkis seasoned source what life "was like "hack
tken" and share your thoughts on how it is now.
This WILL ke -worth your time!

Refreshments serve

d.

6:00—8:00 pm
Friday, April 8

Save time on April 13 ky completing your Career Services
requirement now. It's as simple as logging into Trinity
Recruiting and completing the on-line survey.
Disable any pop-up mockers that you may have enakled.
Log into Trinity Recruiting.
You may ke prompted to fill out some information
about yourself, after that, tke survey should pop up!
iAnSwer all the questions, click sukmit and you are set!
E-mail career-services@trincojl.edu with questions.

Gongratulatioii^! Prom Career Services
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Glen Phillips' New Album "Persuing Perfection"
Breaks from "Toad" Style Examines Body Stereotypes
are simply thanksgiving, fortitude, and
fidelity. However, where others would
Winter pays for summer. As the merits come across as self-indulgent and sappy,
of this aphorism are debated, one cannot Phillips' heartfelt sincerity draws the listenhelp but wonder how much a man from er away from cynical dismissals. Thus, as
Santa Barbara, California knows about the triumphant "Cleareyed," a song that
winter. After all, the city was founded on describes how love has changed the perthat geographically perfect little stretch of spective of an otherwise rational man, rises
California where the beaches face to a crescendo, one cannot help but feel the
north/south and its between sixty-five and same elation. Similarly, when he earnestly
seventy-five degrees almost every day of declares "if you thought I could be replaced
the year. Regardless of one's conclusion, I wouldn't just stop with an ear I would cut
the title of Glen Phillips' second solo off my whole freaking face just to make my
album prepares the listener for an intro- point clear that it couldn't be better, I
spective journey through the world of Glen know," one cannot help but believe him.
Phillips.
However, this song is remarkable for
Ever since he began fronting Toad the another reason. Those who have heard the
Wet Sprocket at age fourteen in the mid- song live know that it was written with a
1980s, Glen Phillips has been acclaimed word stronger than freaking. Allegedly, the
for his masterful telling of stories through lyric was changed to ensure that Walmart
song. Sadly, they are no aural vignettes in would carry the album.
the vein of "Drive By" or "Fred Meyers"
The mitigated passion is the biggest
from 2001 's Ahiburiron Winter Pays for drawback to this album. The great majority
Summer. However, that is not to say that of Glen Phillips' live performances are just
the album is without evocative narrative^ him with an acoustic guitar; no backing
songs. One of the standout tracks on the band and sometimes not even an amp. They
album, "Easier" begins, "I was eighteen so are raw and earnest. With a full band and
were you / I was that Birkenstock geek the full gamut of studio effects at his disrock dude you were the blackflip doe-eyed posal, the album feels over produced. In
tree-climbing earth-mama evergreen girl" particular, the vocal layers on "Falling,"
and continues to explore a relationship while brilliantly constructed, would be
through a series of moments.
. r more at home on a Kelly Clarkson song.
However impassioned and intelligent,
That's not to say the musicians aren't
the album largely focuses on emotions. As great. The band on Winter Pays for Summer,
one would imagine, the themes of songs
such as "Thankful," "Courage," and 'True"
see WINTER on page 16
PAVE STRICOFF
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Home" Means Something
afferent to Each of Us
there was already a strong sense of safety
and comfort being conveyed. While this
This past weekend, Emily Tucker's was probably the most technically simple
senior thesis "Home" was performed in part of the entire performance, it was also
Garmany Hall, the black box theater in the most artistically perfect. It achieved, I
Austin Arts center. The piece could best be believe, exactly the desired effect, using the
described as a cross-discipline interpreta- fewest tools possible.
tion and discussion of the concept of a
The performers then one by one rose to
home. It incorporated elements of dance, their feet, walked to the back wall and, facsinging, ambient music, and dramatic spo- ing away from the audience, made a stateken word to communicate its central point ment about either their home or their famithat a home can be many things to many ly life. The diverse nature of each of their
people, and cannot be adequately statements set up the main message of the
addressed by any single definition.
show, which was that every person had a
One of the most important aspects of unique experience of what "home" means.
"Home" was that of its six performers, The performers then turned and walked to
there was no one who could be pointed to the front of the stage speaking their
as the star of the show. Everyone seemed addresses in unison. Suddenly all but one
to get his or her share of time in the lime- broke off, and the first of the show's many
light, either for dancing, singing or deliver- monologues began.
ing a monologue. This helped to broaden
That brings us to the second interesting
the perspective of the show. It is one thing aspect of the show. There was an utter lack
to have one person standing up there and of dialogue between the performers. Each
explaining that his or her idea of home isn't person was telling his or her story directly
typical, but having four people talking to the audience, and not to the other perabout what their personal notion of home formers on the stage, which created an odd
is, all of which happen to be quite different, contrast with the background dancing
makes the point much more effectively.
which was heavily focused on interaction
One of the first things I noticed about between the performers. I can't say for certhe show was the use of ambient sounds to tain that this was intentional, but I would
complement the monologues and motions guess from the striking duality of the situaon the stage. It opened with the six per- tion that it almost had to have been.
formers lying in a circle on the floor, and a
The choreography of the show was simfaint sound of a heart beating, slowly grow- ilarly mysterious. At times it seemed that
ing louder, in the background.
see HOME on page 17
Before the show had even really begun,
ERIC DAUCHER

ARTS EDITOR

Dance Piece Rejects the Standards Imposed by Society
JENNIFER MOOR
ARTS WRITER

However, during the hour-long performance, these few minutes were the only
ones I was disappointed by. The fourth
number following these remedial acts was
a fantastic combination of classical ballet
and innovative arrangement. The first part
of the scene began with the familiar yuletide notes of Tchaikovsky's "Dance of the
Sugar Plum Fairy." The choreography mirrored the music and mood of the piece, but

This past week witnessed the culmination of the theatre/dance studies of Trinity
senior Jamie-Lynn Fontaine. In an originally choreographed piece entitled "Pursuing
Perfection," Fontaine explored the contemporary conflict of body image using the
classical context of ballet.
Fontaine's performance was appropriately titled as the development of
each composition definitely began'
as a work in progress, but the performance was completed at the
level of its director's intended
goal.
The show's opening three
numbers were no more than a
minute and a half long, and were
each performed by a single
dancer. These vignettes lacked the
expertise Fontaine's production
Abi Moidover
later demonstrated. The musical
excerpts were too short for the Dancers perform a modified Nutcracker.
audience to become entranced by
halfway through the performance both elethe mood their sounds were supposed to ments dramatically shifted.
set. Also, each dancer's choreography
The stage went completely dark save
appeared repetitive and used hardly any of for three spotlights that centered on three
the performance space. Considering the individual dancers. Tchaikovsky's compobrilliant compositions that were to follow sition was reincarnated througli electric
this elementary introduction, these initial guitar chords and the improvisational cho- •
three acts seemed to be odd choices with
see BODILY page 17
which to open the show.

Studio Arts Annual
Wednesday, 4/6 - Wednesday 4.27,1-6 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
This annual exhibition features the work of students enrolled in Studio Arts
courses. The gallery will re-open for the Studio Arts Senior exhibition on May 21 and
22.
Studio 47 Dance: Lisa Race & David Dorfman
Wednesday, Apr 4/6 at 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 47,3rd floor
Modern dancer Lisa Race performs a new duet, approaching some calm, with
David Dorfman. The co-creators see it as a sequel to their 1994 popular favorite,
approaching no calm, and although the title intimates gentle goings on, don't be
fooled. In the decade that has ensued, they have become a couple, married and cocreated a son, and some calm has been achieved. However, those in the know know
that there is not necessarily a "balm in Gilead." So, get ready for some rollicking
and reeling and, yes, some good feeling as these 40-somethings go at it, and each
other again, with more intimacy and history this time and as much breakneck dancing and hopefully not "break neck" partnering as they can muster. Following their
free performance, they will discuss their work with the audience.
Spring Musicals: Nunsense & A Man of No Importance
Nunsense: Thur, 4/7, 8p.m., Fri,4/8, 4:30p.m., Sat, 4/9, 6:30p.m.
A Man of No Importance: Fri, 4/8, 8p.m., Sat, 4/9, 2p.m., Sat, 4/9, 9p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
A MAN OF NO IMPORTANCE: This CT premiere of the Stephen Flaherty-Lynn
Ahrens-Terrence O"Nally musical that first played at NYC's Lincoln Center in 2002
is based on the 1994 Albert Finney movie of the same name. Alfie Byrne, a bus
conductor in Dublin in the early 1960s, also runs an amateur theatre group, but he
encounters resistance from church authorities when he attempts to put on a production of Oscar Wilde's "artful" play Salome. Directed and conducted by Gerald
Moshell, with choreography by Douglas Goodman.
NUNSENSE is the raucously funny musical comedy by Dan Goggin that has entertained hundreds of audiences over the past 20 years. The Little Sisters of Hoboken
are putting on a fund-raiser so that they can bury sisters who were accidentally poisoned by the convent's cook, Sister Julia, Child of God. Directed and choreographed
by Julia Strong, with musical direction by Gerald Moshell.
austinarts.org
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The Really Real Thing" Attacks Consumer Culture
GREG POLIN

on the sunglasses). One thing I want to
stress is that in a piece like this, social commentary is not the primary objective, but is
a large part of what goes into the images, as
well as is put on top of the images by the
audience. We all struggle to see meaning
in the theatre, and a piece like this allows
an audience to make their own connections, to bring their experiences to the table
to construct a meaning that resonates with
them. Did I know that homoeroticism
would be seen? Of course. What was I
saying with that? I don't know. What did
it say for you? Perhaps I was just saying,
"Here it is. Think on it."
TT: What was the significance of the
remote control, and was the fight over the
remote control?
KK: Yes, the fight was over the remote,
over being in control of the instrument
which affects change. With the remote,
one has complete control over the viewing
experience - the channels, the volume,
brightness, contrast, whether the T.V. is
even on - it's a strong device - the person
possessing it can act with utter disregard
for everyone else in the room - they have
the remote control. The same in larger
society with powerful groups. They can
assert their power independently of resistance. They hold the instrument of change
(money, political power, ideological justification, etc.) and wouldn't everybody want
to be able to hold it, just for a day? To be
able to really have control over one's own
life. To feel in control, at least - because
we always are.

SENIOR EDITOR

This^ weekend I had the pleasure of
being in the audience for the senior thesis
performance of Kevin Keating. The production, entitled The Really Real Thing,
involved a number of disconnected, though
interrelated images devoid of any general
narrative structure. There was a minimalist
set with few props and mostly simplistic
spot lighting. The soundtrack to the performances consisted of such varying compositions as "Revolution Etude C Minor"
by Frederic Chopin, and "Pieces of Me" by
Ashley Simpson. Regardless, the piece
came together as a strong and interesting
cohesive project certainly worth contemplating, and there is plenty to contemplate.
The script relied heavily on references to
popular culture, as did the specific images
presented, and the characters themselves.
Coke and Pepsi aesthetics abounded in the
piece, though also apparent were references to the recent film Ray, a direct reference to Fascism, and a multitude of allusions to slap-stick cartoons. However,
catching all of the references on a single
viewing is nearly impossible, and understanding all of the underlying connotations
in all of the references is infinitely more
challenging. Therefore, I spoke with Kevin
Eileen Flynn
and asked him some questions about the
underlying motivations in some of the Ben Martin '05 greets the audience as Sir Polar Bear III.
more abstract visualizations of The Really
media, and it has been argued that even the Polar Bear are in many ways, the same perReal Thing. Here is what he had to say.
use of ethnicity is done in such a way as to son - or elements of the same essence - and
Trinity Tripod: Why did only the conform to traditionally "white" ideas of their death/sex scene is this coming togethwomen in your performance shed them- beauty and culture. Using Ray Charles' er of the two sides, a clash between them,
selves of their costumes?
Diet Pepsi commercials as an example, we and the ultimate destruction of one (which,
TT: Where does Fascism fit in for you?
see
him
playing
a
grand
piano
a
classical
The
goose-stepping seemed a menacing
however,
returns
in
a
different
state
after
Kevin Keating: Well, in the first
place, the women (Tina, Claire, Danielle) instrument - and though he is not playing Ben undergoes a transformation by putting
see PEPSI on page IS
were the only performers with non-white classical music, his dress is formal concert
costumes at any point And througout the attire - a black tuxuedo. Here, Ray is
show there is a neutralization that occurs— walking the line between two worlds. On
a loss of identity symbolized by this strip- the other hand, the choice to have Scott in
ping off of the clothing. This shedding is white makeup was important in minimizalso a direct comment on the hyper-sexual- ing the prevalence of a racial.commentary.
ization of the female body in media culture, White makeup suggests a number of things
and the simultaneous dismemberment/de- before it suggests the white race - clowns,
continued from page 15
Phillips (the voice of Toad the Wet
humanization of the female. There is mimes, ghosts, zombies, non-humans - and anchored by John Fields (who also pro- Sprocket)," there are no "Walk on the
something moving and compelling about leaving Scott's pink skin tone visible calls duced the album) on guitar and keyboard, Oceans" on this album.
the ritual shedding of clothing worn by more attention to his actual person - to is first rate. Furthermore, the roster of guest
Absent are the upbeat straight ahead
women, because of the expectation of sex- Scott being a white male playing a black musicians is simply stunning with Greg
rock' songs that made Toad the Wet
uality that we have in this society, and a male. I didn't want there to be any sug- Suran, former frontman of the Cupcakes
Sprocket famous "•in-the early 1990s.
tension is created for the audience in a way gestion of parody, but at the same time, turned studio and touring guitarist extraorPerhaps a fan of Matt Nathanson or Zac
that would not exist if the men were strip- there is something absurd in the co-opta- dinaire; Jon Brion, musical genius in-resiMaloy would more readily accept the
tion of black culture by the media, and the
ping.
dence at Los Angeles' Largo and producer album than one looking for another Toad
seeming willingness
for such artists as Fiona Apple, Rufus the Wet Sprocket record.
of black performers
Wainwright, the Eels, and Aimee Mann;
Regardless the album is well-crafted,
to support the very
Ben Folds, and Dan Wilson of Semisonic nicely tracked, and easy to listen to from
institutions that are
all lending their talents to the album. start to finish. Even if the album happens
restricting
and
However, after hearing many of the not to please, just remember "Seems like
exploiting
them. album's song performed acoustically for life is a palindrome / Cry when you die, cry
Also, Scott's charac- the past couple years, one occasionally when you're born. / In between it's all
ter walks the line longs for simplicity.
about the ups and downs. / Add all them
between being dead
While he is still often billed as "Glen altogether, they'll cancel each other out."
and being alive
throughout the piece of being real and
being symbol - of
suggesting blackness
and whiteness - of
blindness and sight Ei!eenF
'y™ light and dark -and it
Students parody the marketing of "Coke."
is this paradox that I
Chess* ftorno^r£QQ OBUMK.Y&aille jeiririf
TT: Is there any comment on ethnicity hoped to present.
?jTOOerther students who fctaw fta*%vokidb
in the media in Scott Troost '05, a white
TT: Was there any social commentary
leanwig'at Boston Unweis% teks pfece
man, playing a Ray Charles figure?
to the perceived homoeroticism between
noon* and night
KK: Yes and no. This is a really tricky Scott and Ben?
issue that I considered a great deal after I
KK: It is interesting to me that the
.Disewer the power of summer.
decided to have a Ray-like figure, and first thing you thought was homoeroticism,
when I had Scott in mind for this role. Do and I think that definitely says something
I focus on race, or try to ignore it, and what about the issue's prevalence in the media
does it mean to make either of these choic- and the political realm today, but there is
es? And how do I tread lightly on a poten- certainly an element of eroticism between
tially contentious issue without disrespect- Scott and Ben, whether it is homoerotiI V M i l l T1KH
ing a very real historical figure, and one cism, bestiality, necrophilia, cyber-erotiwho only recently passed away. It is true cism, or, and I think this is one of the more
617-353-5124 * www,bu,edo/summ?r'
that "whiteness" dominates mainstream interesting, auto-eroticism. Ray and the

Waiter Pays for Summer

Well Crafted but Poppy

A Morning, at your
Internship, an Evenin

with Monet
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Bodily Ideals Aren't "Home" Evokes Strong Emotions
So Perfect After All Erriily Tucker's Thesis Challenges Traditional Conception of Home
continued from page 15

In a piece set to "Threnody for
reography of the performers. the Victims of Hiroshima"
The minimalism of this piece (Krysztof Penderecki), a single
created a maximum impact upon mirror was placed on the stage
the audience.
while the dancers entered in
The next two numbers pairs, their own "mirror images"
incorporated different relation- and preceded to act out the
ships among the dancers, motions of actually analyzing
employing the entire ensemble the body through a looking
in one, and providing a type of glass. The choreography of this
choreographed
courtship piece did not entail the tour jetes
between Fontaine and partner and arabasques of the pieces
Addam Cross in the next. Both before it; rather, the girls mimpieces continued to build upon icked such actions as putting on
the show's now solidly estab- lipstick, brushing hair, etc. The
lished foundation, but the over- girls' "reflections" copied every
arching theme of Fontaine's the- physical action and expressions
sis was yet to be addressed.
their counterparts performed
It was not until the second augmenting the emotional conhalf of the show that Fontaine's notation of the choreography
poignant messages about one's times two. However, the true
pre-occupation with appearance psychological
blow
of
began to be communicated to the _ Fontaine's piece was yet to be
audience. The seventh number performed.
of the show began with a central
The mirror, left standing on
- figure wearing multiple layers of stage, became witness to the
clothing standing insecurely in dancer's most dramatic interprethe middle pfjhe stage.
tation of Fontaine's pursuit: selfcontinued from page 15

the background dancing during a
monologue was intentionally imitating the sentiments or visuals
being described, while at others it
seemed almost willfully divergent
from what was being said.
Similarly, while the dancers,
often appeared to be moving in
synchrony with one another, at
other times they appeared to be
acting more or less autonomously.
One of the highlights of the
show was a spirited four-part rendition of Dona Nobis Pacem,
which provided the backdrop for
a dance by the remaining two per-

formers. While at first the traditional Latin hymn seemed out of
place in the show, it occurred to
me that it translates as "Give us
Peace," which actually fits quite
nicely with what is often expected

One of the highlights of the show was a
spirited four-part rendition of Dona Nobis
Pacem.
of a home. That segment suggested that a home is a place
where you can feel safe and
peaceful.

The girls' "reflections" copied every
physical action and expressions their counterparts performed.
With an uncomfortable
striptease, the dancer removed
an article of clothing slowly
accepting her anatomical form
that lay beneath. This number
also employed the first use of
props in the performance with
the dancers circling the center
enwrapped in blue yards of
material, exploring the physical
form through fabric as well.
In the next number it seemed
that Fontaine's "pursuit" of per-

mutilation via sharpies. Clad in
nude leotards, the dancers using
black permanent marker proceeded to draw marks on themselves similar to those one
would see on patients in a plastic
surgeon's office.Every stereotyped trouble
spot was literally highlighted on
the bodies of these dancers. It
was this number that conveyed
so graphically the lengths one
will go to achieve perfection,

Perhaps the most memorable
part of the show was a monologue
by Matthew Bamberg-Johnson
'06 where he addressed his personal views on home. As much as
anything else, I appreciated this

The ensemble cast of Tucker's Thesis in a holding position.

segment for its directness. It
came across as the most honest
and to the point speech in the
entire production. He offered the
opinion that, "Home
is. where the heart is,
or home is where
your parents live, or
home is where you
can store all your shit
for free" before
launching into his
own impression of
home as an ever moving entity, which
could be almost anywhere at the drop of a
hat. His speech nicely summed up the
moral of the entire
show: don't try to put
a label on what a
home is, because
whatever it means to
you, it likely means
something entirely
Abi Moldover different to everyone
else in the room.

Born Into Brothels Apr. 5
7:30 p.m.
Most documentary filmmakers making a movie about the conditions for sex workers
in the red light section of Calcutta would be content with exposing its poverty to the world.
But unwilling to keep her distance, co-director Zana Briski befriended the prostitutes' children, giving them cameras, teaching them the art of photography, and trying to win them
a future. In spite of overwhelming difficulties, Briski's dedication and the kids' enthusiasm reveal a model not only for positive engagement, but for joy. A hit at the 2004 Human
Rights Watch Film Festival, Born Into Brothels has been nominated for the Academy
Award® for Best Documentary. 85 min.
Hotel Rwanda Apr. 6-9
7:30 p.m.
During 100 days in 1994, nearly 1 million Tutsis were slaughtered by Hutus in
Rwanda while the world - including the U.N. - hesitated to get involved. Hotel Rwanda is
the true story of Paul Rusesabagina, manager of the four-star Hotel de Mille Collines in
Kigali, who witnessed one of humanity's worst outbreaks of savagery, while protecting
over a thousand people from certain death. Filmed on location in Rwanda and South
Africa. "The film turns into a triumph for Don Cheadle, who never steps outside the character for emotional grandstanding or easy moralism. In all, I can hardly think of another
movie in which sheer intelligence and decency have been made to seem so attractive or
effective." David Denby, The NewYorker. 121 min.

Abi Moldover

Dancers in the "Run Lola Run" sequence.
fection went from passive dis- and sent the most powerful mescomfort to aggressive outrage. sage to the audience members
The ensemble clad in red and regarding the true pain of this
black bounded onto the stage pursuit.
and performed to the combative
After seeing of Fontaine's
vocals of Alanis Morisette's performance, I wonder if she's
"Would Not Come." The emo- had a background in psycholotional charge of the vibrant cho- " gy, as her work so clearly
reography of this piece, paired demonstrated her understanding
with Morisette's inciting lyrics of the human condition while
conveyed a very powerful mes- conveying this understanding in
sage to the audience about the a creative and tangible way for
frustration one could suffer due her audience.
to the insecurity of one's self.
Overall,
"Pursuing
The poignancy of "Pursuing Perfection" made a sensitive
Perfection" was further depicted subject both sensual and beautiin the following numbers, each ful through dance, and was a real
more graphically portraying this credit to its choreographer's talstruggle than the one before it. ent.

Stooge-O-Rama Apr. 8-9
8th at 9:55 p.m. and 9 at 2:30 p.m. and 9:55 p.m.
Someone at Columbia Pictures must have gotten into the happy juice when greenlighting the creation of new 35mm prints of six shorts starring those cantankerous, lowrent anarchists known to the world as The Three Stooges. Not that we're complaining - it's
been way too long since Curly, Larry and Moe tore up the big screen, bringing chaos to
whatever bizarre money-making scheme they set their sights on. Posing as doctors, professors (!), radio station janitors and even Nazi spies, the Stooges poked fun (and more
than a few eyeballs) at the dream of upward mobility. Knuckleheads of the world. 110 min.
April in Paris Film Festival Apr. 10-16
10 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 11-15 at 7:30 p.m. 16 2:30 p.m. amd 8:00 p.m.
April in Paris is the "brainchild" of Professors Sonia Lee and Karen Humphreys oTrinity
College's Department of Modern Languages. However, the project would not have been
realized without the hard work of Christine McMorris and the dynamism of cinestudio's
directors, Peter McMorris and James Hanley. A formidable team!
The intention of this festival is to offer to the Hartford area a new annual cultural event
that will celebrate and explore the work of filmmakers working in the French language,
be they from France, Canada, Africa or the Caribbean. The festival, which will take
place at Cinestudio on the campus of Trinity College, is being presented in conjunction
with a special course being taught at Trinity by Professors Lee and Humphreys.
cinestudio.org
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Rumors and Speculation Pepsi or Coke - If s all the
Surround Spring Weekend Same Media Feeding You
continued from page 1
can they actually play their music live
without losing a lot of the album quality?
Of those elements Ludacris was a stellar
one for four, he certainly could not be
accused of failing to engage the audience.
On the other hand, Eve6's solid performance was a pleasant surprise, it's just a
shame that they had to be confined to the
acoustic nightmare that is the field house The Beatles would probably have had a

Exchange. Unsurprisingly, when questioned about it, most students states that
they were completely unaware of a Spring
Weekend survey this year. If the survey is
going to be limited to an online format, it
needs to be featured prominently and
repeatedly in the exchange, though it might
be better just to bring back the old written
version. Failing that, the Facebook gives a
pretty good idea of what bands people
would like to see. Browsing myTunes to
see which songs pop up a
lot isn't necessarily such a
hot idea, because if someone actually went out and
bought the CD, that artist
likely won't get represented.
Finally you have to
look at artist availability.
Rands aren't always touring, they might be limited
i o a certain part of the country, they might not be able
to make your Spring
Weekend because it hap-

pens to be on the same
Chuck Pratt w e e k e n d -,5, t h e C o a c h e l l a
Ludacris at Trinity's last Spring Weekend concert
Festival — little things like
that. You also have to deal with the hassle of
hard time sounding decent in that place.
bands that cancel on you, or the occasional
So how exactly does a Spring Weekend
act that just decides not to show up. Not
plan get put together? The process is a
that anything like that would ever happen
mystery to the average Trinity student, peraround here.
haps due to the lack of open dialogue
between TCAC and the rest of the student
Even with all these limiting elements,
body. Part of the problem is the desire to
there are a few guidelines for a Spring
make the whole thing a big surprise, but it
Weekend act that should be kept in mind.
seems that even the most outgoing memFirst, get opinions from people who have
bers of the group clam up the moment they
seen a band play live before you book them.
are asked a question regarding Spring
If you open up an album and see five proWeekend. It doesn't particularly help that
ducers and ten sound engineers listed, the
their website is completely broken, includodds of those songs sounding halfway
ing the "calendar of events" and "useful
decent when played live aren't so good.
links" links. While it's hard to get a handle
Second, remember that rap and hip-hop are
on exactly the nature of the decision maktwo of the toughest genres in modern music
ing process inside TCAC, some members
to translate well to a live environment.
of the group (who wished to remain anonyEntirely staying from those genres would
mous) have offered the opinion that the
be a poor choice because obviously that's
majority of power lies with three or four
exactly what a good portion of the student
people.
body wants to hear, but, rap and hip-hop
acts that have either a real backing band, or
In picking a band, or bands, to perform
are part of a large group put on much better
for Spring Weekend, there are several facshows than lone or duo performers.
tors that have to be considered. The most
Jurassic 5, the Roots, and the Black Eyed
obvious of these is of course, cost. Last
Peas are the sort of groups that can really
year's weekend reportedly ran up a bill of
put their music together at a live show.
roughly $110,000. This had to cover more
Finally, stay out of the damn field house.
than just the bands- it also had to pay for
That place has an uncanny ability to make
hospitality, security, etc. To get an idea of
even the best musicians sound like disorwhat bands cost to book, you can check out
ganized amateurs.
www.clearchannelcollegeentertainment.co
m. It turns out that Clearchannel is good
The obvious question is of course,
for something after all. Despite rumors to
"What can we expect from Spring Weekend
the contrary, SGA budget committee memthis year?"
bers have stated that TCAC's budget was
Our best guess is that the headlining act
not cut back this year (nor are there plans to
will be rapper Fabolous, who became
cut it back next year), which implies that
famous with the success of his single
they have about the same amount to work
"Young'n" off his 2001 debut Ghetto
with for this year's show. With that sort of
Fabolous. While his performance will likemoney, you could in theory put together a
ly fall into some of the problems that solo
Guster, Fountains of Wayne, Local H linerappers face, most critics agree that he genup, and still have $50,000 left over to deal
erally delivers a better live show than
with security, hospitality, and anything else
Ludacris. So, for those of you who thought
you might want to add to the Spring
Luda did a good job, you've got something
Weekend experience. If rap is more your
to look forward to.
style, The Roots are similarly inexpensive,
Rumored supporting acts include everyand could be paired up with other quality
thing from Reel Big Fish and Howie Day to
acts without breaking the bank.
another appearance by Greg Mayo, none of
Another factor that needs to be considwhich have been in any way confirmed.
ered is student opinion. In years past, there
However, it does seem likely that some sort
were fliers handed out in Mather asking
of alt-rock act will be featured on the bill.
about preferred genres, thoughts on specifWe've even heard that the Friday show may
ic bands, and similar questions.
have been scrapped altogether. So, that's
This year, a similar survey was used,
the Tripod's take on this year's Spring
except for the fact that it was only run
Weekend. Right or wrong,, you'11 know by
through a single posting of the Trinity
this Friday when TCAC announces it.

continued from page 16
and harsh image compared to some of the
lighter or funnier visual representations.
KK: Fascism is certainly an important
issue when addressing popular culture,
advertising, and the like. The world we
live in today, in America, has many elements of hidden fascism. The very idea
that Pepsi and Coke are the two choices for
soda points to this lack of choice dictated by
the media, by the government, and by individuals themselves, who are seemingly so
willing to accept control if it means that
they don't actually have to accept responsibility for their actions. I don't know how
many times I've heard Trinity students say,
"I wish we had Coke back on campus,
because then we'd at least have a choice."
It's so much easier to believe that our choices are being made for us. Yes, Pepsi products are all that's available on campus, but
walk across the street, have a friend drive
you to Stop & Shop, if you really feel like
your choices are limited. Don't settle. I
do it, too, because it's easy, and it's on the
meal plan. And it's not cool. What would
it take for us to leave campus to buy drinks?
Would hearing about a huge scandal with
Pepsi do it? Or hearing that it was poisoned? What would make us realize that
every minute of every day we are making a
choice to let others dictate what we are
drinking? And if you think that Coke is
any different than Pepsi, you're kidding
yourself too. Advertising functions first
and foremost to get us to be consumers. If
we're buying, they're happy. It is dark, it is

frightening, it is real—this frenzied, addictive world of conformity—of commodification of self, fascism of ideas, and what's
perhaps scariest is our seeming unwillingness to resist it.
7T: Was there any specific intellectual
or political thinker who influenced your
piece, and how so?
KK: I've been reading a lot of different
thinkers recently, in researching for the
written part of my thesis, as well as just "for
fun." Robert Wilson, and the other Theatre
of Images artists have obviously been influential in terms of aesthetic, but other writers
have contributed perhaps more to my
understanding of what the theatre space can
be, and how to treat contemporary images
within it. Maurice Merleau-Ponty and his
Phenomenology of Perception was really
influential—how do we see? What do we
see? How does the body change what is
visible and what we interpret as existing?
Great questions. Cultural theorists Theodor Adorno, Philip Auslander - really
address the images of today. And Andy
Warhol (who I did a short piece about
recently entitled Commando) is amazing
because he made it totally acceptable to use
advertising, and popular culture in general,
as the material for so-called "high art"
forms. Everything has meaning and history, and functions both as itself and as its
meaning.
7T: Is there anything else about your
performance that you want people to know?
KK: When I'm not at Trinity, I drink
Coke.

THE JEWISH STUDIES PROGRAM
PRESENTS
"Jewish Gnosticism"
An Ancient tradition orlff1 centurymyth?

Professor Joseph Dan
The Gershom Scholem Professor of Kabbalah
Of The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

THURSDAY, April 7 th , 2005
8 p.m. Rittenberg Lounge
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3 p.m. - April 7
The Wallers, Del Sol,
Stan Sutton, Otherwise,
Kudzu

BustmefS Euents
Shakespeare's Twelth Night
12:30 p.m. April 9
2 p.m. Aprii 9
Search For A Star
8 p.m. April 9

7 p.m. - April 8

Muvayne, Life of Agony,
Blood Simple, American
Head Charge

6 p.m. -April 9

Beetlejuice, Jim Florentine,
Bob Levy, Sal the Stockbroker,
Craig Gass

Tori Amos
8 p.m. April 10
Ha! Ha! Hartford!
8:30 p.m. April 8

Classifieds
Work
Around
Classes
This
Semester!!! Flexible Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good Pay.
No experience required. Great work
environment. Possible Scholarships
awarded. Ideal for all majors. All
Ages 18+ Certain Conditions apply.
Call for an interview today! 860-2420670
Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Students., Faculty: Advertise
in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word, E-mail
^inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
..

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY-April 5
9:30 p.m. BANQUET, a student led
prayer service - Chapel
WEDNESDAY-April 6
12 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass-Crypt
Chapel
4 p.m. Sacrament of Reconciliation
(RC) - Verger's Room
5 p.m. Carillon Lessons
6 p.m. Change Ringing Lessons
THURSDAY-April 7
12 p.m. Centering Prayer (RC) Verger's Room
6;3Gp,m. Buddhist Peace Fetlowship
Lecture - Main Chapel
FRIDAY-April 8
1:05 p.m.Muslim Prayers - Verger's
-Room
5 p.m. Quran Class - Verger's Room

SATURDAY -April 9
7:30p.m. City Singers of Hartford "Celtic Fire" concert - Main
Chapel
SUNDAY-April 10
5:15p.m.Vespers Service, in the Chapel
Music by Chapel Singers
Sermon by Sarah Schneider
'05
6:05p.m. Hoiy Eucharist - Crypt Chapel
9:30p.m. Recitation of the Rosary Friendship Chapel
10 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
TUESDAY -April 12
12 p.m. Second Tuesday - Reflection
by Anthony Riley '08
9:30p.m. BANQUET, a student led
prayer service - Chapel

Please visit our Weh site at: www.trincoll.edu/chapel for worship service schedules and further
information on Chapel eve&ts.

7 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, APRII 6
ALUMNI LOUNGE
Conservatives on Campus
A Panel Discussion
Sponsored by Greenberg Center for Study of
Religion/Public Life and Public Policy Program
Panelists:
Rev. Mike Dolan, Trinity Catholic Ministry
Dr. Adrienne Fulco, Public Life and Public Policy
Program
Will Thomson, Class of '07
Conservatives have been described recently as lonely
voices in American higher education, and recent survey data on the political leanings of faculty in
American colleges and universities would appear to
bear that out. On this panel, we asked three members
of the Trinity College community to discuss how the
prevalence of liberal attitudes among faculty and students affects teacher-student relationships, relationships among faculty, and relationships with the surrounding community

Peatured Event
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT!
Speakers-Bonfire-Food
5:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 4
Cave Patio
Rain Location - Washington Room
Sponsors: Sexual Assault Task Force, Sexual Assauit
Response Team, Women's Center, Kappa, Zeta, Eros,
President's Sexa! Assauit Committee, Pike, Water Polo
Team, Safewalks, Safe Sex in the City, Quest Program,
Women's Rugby, VOID, TCERT, TCBWO, Planned
Parenthood, CleoAX, IGC.
Take Back the Night has it's origins as a protest march
intended to take back the streets from criminals in
England in 1877. The first TBTN event in the United
States was in San Francisco, in 1979, to raise awareness
about rape and sexual assault and to retake the streets
from perpetrators. As more attention has been paid in the
last twenty years to the high incidence of sexual violence
on college campuses, campuses all over the world hold
this event in April, Sexual Assault Awareness Month.

. •;'
\

CHINESE RESTAURANT
Hunan, Szechuan & Cantonese Style

1.

14a.
14b.
14c.
il5.
116.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
22a.
22b.
22c.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

7

SEAFOOD DELIGHT

9.95*

TAKE OUT ORDERS

! 2.
•

450 Franklin Ave.

l

HAPPY HOLIDAY
9.95
Lobster, shrimp, scallops, white meat, chick-

en, roast pork w. mixed vegetables.

\ 3.
:

TRIPLE CROWN
.8.95
Roast pork, chicken, beef w. mixed vegetable

;

Hartford, Conn. 06114

!

4.

1.95 I 5 .
•
3.50
5.95
6.

Crab Rangoon (6 Pcs.)
Fried wonton stuff with crabmeat and cheese.

in brown sauce.
FOUR SEASONS
9.25
Jumbo shrimp, chicken, beef and roast pork
w. assorted vegetable in oyster sauce.
LAKE TUNG TING SHRIMP
8.95
Jumbo shrimp marinated w. broccoli, mushroom, pork and bamboo shoots, baby corn in
egg white sauce.

36.
Chicken Wings (12) with Garlic Sauce
Steamed Small Shrimp (50 Pcs.)
37.
BEEF W. SCALLOPS
9.50
_j Roll (each)
.....0.95
(w. Hot Season or Cocktai! Sauce}
:
Shrimp Roll (each)
1.10 38.
A
savory
mix
of
beef
steak
and
sea
scallops
w.
Buffalo Wings (12 Pcs.)
3.50
Spring Roll (each)
1.00 39.
\
Chinese vegetable in oyster sauce.
Chicken Teriyaki (4 Pcs.)
3.35
Fantail Shrimp (each)
1.00
7.
SESAME CHICKEN OR
ORANGE CHICKEN
8.00
Fried Wonton (12)
2.60
F R I E D MICE
pt. Qt. •
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our chef's
Fried or Steam Dumplings
(6) 2.95 (10) 4.50 41
Roast Pork Fried Rice
2.75 4.95 >
sesame sauce.
Chinese Roast Pork
4.75 42
Chicken Fried Rice
2.75 4.95 \ 8 . ^ GENERAL TSO'S CHICKEN .... 7.95
Barbecued Spare Ribs (5)
5.50 43
Beef Fried Rice
.....2.95 5.65
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our Chef's
Steak Teriyaki (5)
5.50 44
Shrimp Fried Rice
3.35 6.45 ;
spicy hot sauce.
Fried Chicken Wings (5)
2.50 45
Vegetable Fried Rice
2.45 4.45 \ 9 .
GARLIC COMBINATION
8.75
Fried Half Chicken
2.75 46
Lobster Fried Rice
4.25 7.95 i
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. shredded vegetables
Fried Jumbo Shrimp (6)
4.70 47.
in garlic sauce.
Young Chow Fried Rice
3.75 6.95 ;.
Fried Chicken Finger
(Sm.) 3.35 (Lg.) 5.50
\ 1 0 . •-*- KUNG PAO THREE THINGS...
S.5©
French Fries
1.20
l
Shrtmp,beef,
chicken
w.
peanut
mix
&
vegetables.
Qt.
Pu Pu Platter (For 2)
9.75 (w. Rice & Crispy Noodles) (w. White Rice or Brown Rice) Pt.
1 1 . ^ HUNAN THREE KINGS
9.5©
Chicken Chow Mein / Chop Suey
2.95 5.25
2 Spare Ribs, 2 Chicken Wings, 2 Egg Roll, 2 Teriyaki,48.
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. mixed vegetables in
49.
Roast Pork Chow Mein / Chop Suey -2.95 5.25
2 Shrimps, 4 Wontons, 8 Chicken Fingers.
hot spice crown sauce.
Beef Chow Mein / Chop Suey
.....3.15 5.75 1 12. ^ GENERAL TSffS OR ORANGE I B . . 8 . 5 O Boneless Ribs
4.95 50.
Shrimp Chow Mein / Chop Suey
3.35 6.45
Fried Banana (Palatano):
...1.95 51.
:
Vegetable Chow Mein / Chop Suey ....2.45 4.60
Fried Onion Rings
1.50 52.
53.
Lobster Chow Mein / Chop Suey
.4.25 8.10

APPETISERS

CHOW MEIKT / CHOP SUET

SOUP

Wonton Soup
Egg Drop Soup
Chicken Rice Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup
Bean Curd w. Chinese Veg. Soup
Hot and Sour Soup
Wonton Egg Drop Soup
Dragon Phoenix Soup
Pork or Chicken Yat Gai Mein
Shrimp or Beef Yat Gai Mein
House Special Soup

Pt.

2.15
Qt.
(w. White or Brown Rice)
Pt.
1.90
5.75
54.
Vegetable
Delight
3.25
2.15
5.75
Moo Shu Vegetable (w. 5 Pancakes)
2.15 55.
5.95
56.
Sauteed
Snow
Pea
Pods
3.45
3.00
5.95
57.
•*>
Bean
Curd
Szechuan
Style
3.25
3.00
3.25 5.95
3.00 58. '*• Broccoli w. Garlic Sauce
5.95
>8a.
Sauteed
String
Beans
3.25
4.45
Qt.
P O R I L (w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
3.50
3.95 59.
Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable
3.75 6.55
2.95 4.45 60.
Roast Pork w. Broccoli
3.75 6.55
61.
Roast Pork w. Bean Sprouts
3.75 6.55
62.
Roast Pork w. Mushrooms
3.95 6.75
F O O YOUSTG
6.55
Per
Order
63.
Roast
Pork
w.
Green
Pepper
&
Onion
3.75
(w. White or Brown Rice)
Roast Pork w. Snow Pea Pods
3.95 6.75
Roast Pork Egg Foo Young
....4.75 64.
6.55
Moo Shu Pork (w. 5 Pancakes)
Chicken Egg Foo Young
4.75 65.
6.55
66.
Sweet
&
Sour
Pork
3.75
Beef Egg Foo Young
.....5.25
Roast Pork w. Mixed Vegetables..
3.95 6.75
Shrimp Egg Foo Young
5.50 67.
...............3.95 6.75
Mushroom Egg Foo Young
4.75 68. ^ Kung Pao Pork. .7.........:
.....3.95 6.75
-Lobster Egg Foo Young
6.95 69. ^ Pork w. Garlic Sauce
70. ^*- Shredded Szechuan Pork
3.95 6.75
71a. -*- Hunan Pork
.......3.95 6,75
71b. ^'Double Cook Pork
3.95 6.75
(Soft Noodles)
Pt.
^•71c.'
Pork w. String Beans
3.75 6.55
Roast Pork Lo Mein
2.95
Chicken Lo Mein
2.95 545
SIDE ORDERS
Beef Lo Mein
3.35 6.35TWhite Rice
(Pt.) 0.75 (Qt.) 1.50
Shrimp Lo Mein
3.45 6.55 Fried Noodles
:
.0.30
Vegetable Lo Mein
.2.75 4.95 Fortune Cookies
.0.30
Special Lo Mein
3^95 7.45 ,
Lobster Lo Mein
.4*55 8 2 5
'
BEEF
"*- Sot & Spicy Printed in Red

POVUHHr

Pt.
(w. White or Brown Rice)
Moo
Goo
Gai
Pan
....3./£
72.
Chicken w. Broccoli
3.75
73.
Chicken w. Pepper Onion
3.75
74.
Chicken Almond Ding
, 3.75
75.
Chicken w. Cashew Nuts
••3 c
76.
Sweet & Sour Chicken
3
3.75
77.
78.
Moo Shu Chicken (w. 5 Pancakes)
Chicken w. Snow Pea Pods
3.95
79.
Boneless
„ « « « - Chicken
~
80.
Draqon Phoenix
81.
Lemon Chicken
82.
Chicken w.JMixed Vegetables
3.95
83.
84" "»- Kung Pao Chicken
••••3-95
85 "»- Chicken w. Garlic Sauce
3.95
86. "*- Hunan Chicken
3.9b
87. --*. Curry Chicken
o.yo
"-7a.
Chicken w. String Beans .:
3.75

COMBISTAHOM PIATES

VEGETABLES

Qt.

1.15
....1.00
1.15
L15
1 75
1.60
1.75

" LOMEES

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
34a.

\

(with White Rice or Brown Rice)
Fresh shrimp, scallops, lobster meat sauteed
w. assorted Chinese vegetable.

35.
l.
2.
2b.
3.
4.
5.
67.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

HOUSE SPECIALISES

;

(Corner of Brown St.)

DELIVERY

„

(w. White or Brown Rice)

Pt.

Qt.

(Served w. Pork Fried Rice & Egg Roll)

C 1. Chicken Chow Mein
....5.25
C 2. Shrimp Chow Mein
5.75
C 3. Pork or Chicken Egg Foo Young
5.75
C 4. Moo Goo Gai Pan
5.75
C 5. Chicken w. Broccoli
5.75
C 6. Sweet & Sour Chicken or Pork
5.75
C 7. Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable
5.75
C 8. Roast Pork or Chicken Lo Mein
5.75
C 9. Roast Pork w. Broccoli.........
5.75
C 10. Bar-B-Q Spare Ribs or Boneless Ribs ..6.50
C 11. Beef w. Broccoli
.5.75
C 12. Pepper Steak w. Onion
5.75
C 13. Shrimp w. Broccoli
6.50
C 14. Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetable
6.50
C 15. Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce
6.50
C 16. Chicken w. Pepper Onion .....i......; .5.75
C 17. Fried Jumbo Shrimp
6.50
C 18. Chicken w. Cashew Nuts
..5.75
C 19. Beef w. Chinese Vegetable
5.75
C 20. Vegetable Delight
5.75
C 2 1 / * - Curry Chicken or Beef
5.75
C 22.'*- Chicken w. Garlic Sauce
6.50
C 23.'*- Hunan Beef.....
6.50
C 24.'*- Szechuan Beef
6.50
C 25.'*- Hunan Shrimp
6.50
C 2 6 . ^ Hunan Chicken
6.50
C 27. Steak Teriyaki or Chicken Teriyaki ......6.50
•C 28.'*- General Tso's Chicken or Orange Chicken..6.50
C29. Sesame Chicken
:...
6.50

88.
Pepper Steak w. Onion
3.95 6.95
Q - 89. Beef w. Broccoli
3.95 6.95
6.55 90. Beef w. Mushroom & Bamboo Shoot..4.25 7.55
6.55 9 1 . Beef w. Chinese Vegetable
3.95 6.95
(w. White or Brown Rice)
Pt
Qt.
6.55 92. Beef w. Snow Pea Pods
3.95 7.25 102.
Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce..
4.25 7.95
7.25!
6.55,93.
Mongolian Style Beef
3.95
Shrimp w. Broccoli
4.25 7.95
7.25 103.
6.95 94. Moo Shu Beef (w. 5 Pancakes)
104.
Shrimp
w.
Bean
Sprout....
4.25 7.95
6.55 95.
Beef w. Tomatoes
3.95 6.95 105.
Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetable
T 4.25 7.95
7.25
Beef w. Mixed Vegetables
3.95
106.
Shrimp w. Snow Pea Pods
4.50 8.25
o./b 96.
7.25 107.
6.yt> 97.
Shrimp
w.
Cashew
Nuts
4.50
8.25
Kung
Pao
Beef
,
3.95
Shrimp w. Mixed Vegetables
4-50 8.25
6.95 9 S - "*• Beef w. Garlic Sauce
3.95 7.25 108.
Sweet & Sour Shrimp
.4.50 8.25
8.50 99. -*- Szechuan Beef
3.95 7.25 109.
110.
Moo Shu Shrimp (w. 5 Pancakes)
8.25
7.95.00. ^ Hunan Beef .
.....3.95 7.25
.3.95 7.25 111.
Pepper Shrimp w. Onion
4.25 7.95
6.95.01. - Curry Beef
4.70 8.95
3.95 6.95 112. -*- Kung Pao Scallop
6.95°la- Beef w. String Beans,...
113 -»- Scallop w. Garlic Sauce
4.70 8.95
6.95
114. ••*• Hunan Shrimp
...4.50 8.25
6.95
115. •"*- Kung Pao Shrimp .-.
4.50 8.25
6.5^
116. ^ Shrimp w. Garlic Sauce
4.50 8.25
116a.'*-Curry Shrimp
4.50 8.25
f

SEAFOOB .

116b.

Shrimp w. String Beans.

296 - *©OO / 296 SPECIALTIES OISHES
S 1.
S 2.
S 3.
S 4.
S 5.
S 6.
S 7.
S 8.
S 9.
S 10.
511.
512.
513.

Plain

Fried 1/2 Chicken
....2.75.
Chicken Wings (4)...
....2.00.
Pork Chop
.
....2.95.
Fried Fish
\.Z".".'.'.'.'Z ....2.75.
American Fried Shrimps (6)
....4.70.
Fried 21 Shrimps
....3.60.
Fried Chicken Finger......
....3.35.
....2.00.
Chicken Gizzards
....2.85.
Fried Scallops
....3.25.
2 Chicken Wings & 2 Spare Ribs
....3.25.
Fried Rib Tips ... .
•'
....4.95.
Boneless Ribs
....2.75.
Crab Stick .........

-

w. French Fries or
w. Banana (Platano) U). Beef or Shrimp
Plain Fries Rice Chicken or Pork Fried Rice
FriedRice

:3.45....
3.10...
3.35
3.50....
5.25
4.25
4.15
2.85
3.55
4.15
3|75...
5.25
3.45

3.95...

3.75

3.95
......4.25
5.95
.4.95
4.75
3.60..
4.25
4.75
.4.50
..5.50
3.95

4.95
4.25
4.75
...4.75
6.50
5.50
5.50
3.95
4.75
5.25
5.25
5.95
4.75

......

.4.25 7.95
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From the Archives: Rowers Dominate Regalia
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ale Summer
Session.

5 fast weeks
to full credit.

i
Presents

11

"JudahPraise
Recording Concert

1st

Attisfs

Citadel of Lc« Mass dwir
in

*• Oner 130 Yale coursesforfull college credit
* Study abroad, creative 'writing; drama* filmmaking
*• Studio art founiations ani art courses * English Language tostitutse
* Two fire-week incensrve sessions

Ttmif Cdfcgj Go^el Ckar
Gkelj1 Tyson Schod Concert Choir
and Special Guests

25.2OQ5@6m

m @ 5 HI
WAStroron uoon i w r a HAUL

May 30 - July 1 July 4 - Augusts
See "websiteforinformation and online application.
Yale Summer Session 2005
www.yale.edu/summer
email: summer.sesdcn@yals.edu.
203 432-2430
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Bowdoin Unable to Bust Kisielius, Ori Selected as
Bantam Winning Streak Hist Team All-Americans
continued from page 24

Chuck Pratt

Women's Lacrosse is ranked 18th in the nation after their early success.
continued from page 24
gram for six years now and over the past
sure against powerhouse Bowdoin.
five years she has culminated a record of
Last year's team graduated five seniors, 33-38.
most notably two-time all-league defender
Currently ranked 18th in the nation, the
Rebecca Sullivan. As a result, an added women's lacrosse team has gotten off to an
emphasis has been placed on the ten new auspicious start this season. "Our team goal
players on this year's roster.
this season is 'finish,' we always want to
Yanofsky and Allen are known for their finish well, to improve our play right up
ability to capitalize on scoring opportuni- until the end," Schmidt commented.
ties, and Ali Schmidt '08, named to the secTrinity's play has reflected this teamond team all-NESCAC for her defensive wide goal, and they will be serious compeskills in ice hockey, has also provided tition in the NESCAC tournament this year,
supurb defensive skills at midfield for the hopefully vying for a spot in the Final Four.
lacrosse team.
The next opportunity to view nationalThe women's lacrosse program is led ly-ranked Beatrice Gratsy and the undeby head coach Kara Tierney and assistant feated Bantams at home will be Saturday,
coaches Anne Parmenter and Kathryn April 9, when they take on Tufts at noon on
Perine. Coach Tiemey has headed the pro- Robin L. Sheppard Field.

Upcoming Events

*

Tue, Apr. 5
Softball @ Eastern CT (DH)
Men's Tennis @ Tufts
Vfed, Apr. 6
Women's Lacrosse (^Amherst
Thu, Apr, 7
Softball @ Clark
Fri/Apr 8' ' ",
Baseball @" Bates

^

•• •

Sat,.Apr.,9- Baseball @ Bates (DH)
Softball vs. Bowdoin (DH)
(1:00)
Men's Lacrosse vs. Colby
. (1:00)
Women's Lacrosse vs. Tufts
(12:00)
^
Men's & Women's Track
vs.Trinity Invitatipnal (9:30)
Men's Tennis vs. Hobart
(2:30)
Men's & Women's J J i w @ Holy
Cross

attack in the Tommies' zone. Cam Finch.
'06 scored the lone Bantam goal off a
rebound from Thomas Wenstrom '08.
Wenstrom had collected the puck in the
Tommies' zone after a turnover behind the
net and let a quick wrist shot fly from a
sharp angle. The Tommie goalie made the
first save, but could not stop Finch from
slipping the puck over the line from the
slot.
The Trinity goal pulled the Bantams
back into the game at 3-1, but the Tommies
shut down any further offense and added an
empty net goal at the end of the game to
make the final score 4-1.
After the game, many of the Trinity
skaters credited the Tommies defense with
stopping the potent, free-flowing offense
the Bantams were so accustomed to putting
up the entire year. "They were great at
blocking shots," Head Coach John
Dunham said.
Captain Joe Ori '05 elaborated, "They
seemed to block every shot we took from
the point They really took us out of our
game."
Aside from the one goal and out-shooting their opponents - a feat which Trinity
had trouble doing all this year despite all
their wins - the Bantams had little else to
celebrate in the immediate aftermath of the
loss.
They had exceeded their expectations,
but they had also come so close to accomplishing something much more than they
did.
As it turned out, Middlebury won its

seventh National Championship in front of
its home crowd, easily beating the
Tommies 5-0 the next day.
However, now that the season has been
over for a while, the time has come for the
accomplishments of this team to be
acknowledged and celebrated.
Departing will be three seniors, Ori,
Kisielius and forward Ryan Stevens.
Stevens was a major offensive contributor
this year, earning the fourth most points on
the team with 34 and the third most goals
with 12. Ori led the team in points and
assists with 40 and 29 respectively.
Kisielius' amazing play has been documented all year and he is considered the
the backbone of the team and one of the
main reasons for the Bantam's stellar season. He ends this season with a 16-4-2
record, a 2.62 Goals Against Average and a
.918 save percentage. He has been a solid
netminder for the Bantams throughout his
college career and will be missed next year.
For their standout performances all
year long, both Ori and Kisielius were
selected to the first team All-American
squad, while Ori was the co-winner of the
Concannon award as the best American DIII player in the Northeast.
In addition to the accolades of the players, Coach Dunham was also honored at
the end of the season.
Dunham was one of 13 coaches to be
nominated as a finalist for the National
Division III Coach of the Year Award. The
award, named the Edward Jeremiah award,
will be announced at the ACHA Year End
banquet on April 23.

Rappaport and Talpey
Dominate Polar Bears
continued from page 24

Bowdoin by a combined score of 19-2.
Junior right-hander Greg Talpey threw
six shutout innings in the second game to
earn his second win of the season. The
Bantams gave Talpey the run support he
needed to win the game, as they scored
three early runs and capped the game off
with an impressive five-run seventh inning
to win the game 8-0.
In the first game, Jon Rappaport W
found himself in some early trouble, but he
settled down and threw a complete game
for his third win of the year. Rappaport
gave up two runs in the first, but was stingy
the rest of the game, only giving up four
hits in the contest.

The Trinity bats backed their pitcher
well in the game, tying the game in the
third inning and blowing the game open the
fourth, putting up a five spot against Polar
Bear starter Trevor Powers. Trinity added
four more runs in the sixth for a final score
of 11-2. Third baseman and co-captain Jeff
Natale '05 had a singe an3 a solo home run
to go with his three walks in the game.
The Bantams are now 13-1 overall and
2-0 in the NESCAC' They are currently
ranked first in New England and fifth in the
nation. This weekend they will travel to
Lewiston to play a three-game set against
Bates on Friday.and Saturday, followed by
a contest on Tuesday against Western
Connecticut in Danbury.

When Its Time
Pack Up and Go Home.
HE EAH Ftr;K-MP. STOREAHn BEBRWER flj THE FAN

CIMTKK

M Acfim? Street, Mjnthe^ter 645-5200
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Better ThanExpected: Unknowns Shine in Tourney
PATRICK COURNOT
SPORTS WRITER
The NCAA tournament
should be on the way out If kids
weren't jumping into the pros, at
this very moment Carmello
Anthony, LeBron James, Amare
Stoudamire, Ben Gordon, Luol
Deng and Dwayne Wade would
have been in college this seasonImagine how good each of their
college teams would be right now
and how good Division I basketball would be in turn.
Better players, more talentbetter tournament. It would
therefore be a good assumption
that our tournament this year sans
its NBA early birds is worse than
it could be. So this year's tournament should suck, right?
Wrong. For a deficient tournament this has been unbelievable. The games have been close
and well-fought, the upsets have
been well-earned, the Cinderella
teams have played with tenacity
and the powerhouses have played
good team ball. For the first time
I can remember, almost every
game was intense. Not having
superstars didn't hurt the tournament at all.
The lack of superstars has
helped the distribution of talent
The void of talent gets filled, but
the difference is that the new talents of the NCAA have not been
the classic top recruits from major
high schools. There have been
many more local talents, as well

as players that the top teams have
passed on. Kevin Pittsnogle
(West Virginia), T.J. Sorentine
and
Taylor
Coppenrath
(Vermont), Daniel Kickert (St.
Mary's), Nate Funk (Creighton)
and Eddie Basden (Charlotte)
were not as heavily recruited as
superstars in the past, but have led
their teams to impressive seasons.
When a team like Vermont or
West Virginia can have a superstar and build a well-designed
group of players around them, it
is not a surprise that they can
make an upset or two and be competitive with the perennial
favorites. In the past, a team with
two or three top draft picks would
blow out the weaker teams.
But with the exception of
UNC and Arizona, no team has
had an easy time through the first
rounds of the tournament. The
teams with superstars but thin
lineups around them had the
roughest time of all: can anyone
remember the last time two powerhouse programs with players
expected to be drafted in the top
of their class could both be upset
in the first round of the tournament.
• "
Wayne Simien and Hakim
Warrick are both amazing players, and should transist well into
the NBA, but could not navigate
Kansas and Syracuse respectively
to the second round. They are not
the same kind of eclipsing forces
that Carmello Anthony was two

years ago.
One-man armies do not make
great tournaments. I like to see
great individual performances
and clutch shots, but someone has
to hit the last shot of every game.
The tournament has finally
become a tournament of 65.
Even though the championship game this year is being
played between the number-one
and number-two ranked teams,
it's not unthinkable that West
Virginia,
Michigan . State, Louisville or Utah could have had
different luck and found their way
into the championship game.
UNC and Illinois did not get a
free ride to the finals by any
means, as both teams had to battle
back from late second-half
deficits to arrive at the finals. At
the end of the first half in Illinois'
first game against Farleigh
Dickinson, it wasn't unreasonable
to think they might become the
second one-seed to crap the bed
against a 16-seed. The Illini
played hard in the second half and
won.
They later did the unthinkable
against Arizona responding to a
15-point deficit by going on a 205 run to finish out regulation in a
tie, and eventually win by one
point in overtime. Even UNC,
the team with the most dominant
performance in the tournament
was losing to Michigan State 3833 at the half and narrowly avoided an upset from the fifth seeded

Villanova 67-66.
After UNC's victory in the
tournament, we will again have
another exodus from the top
teams, including many underclassman. While disappointing
for UNC and Illinois fans, it is
probably for the better. We don't
need to see Dee Brown and Sean
May be the heroes again next
year. March Madness, unlike any
other event except maybe the
Olympics, is a series of competitions where excellent amateur

athletes get a chance to display
their athleticism, talent and
courage. Maybe next March
we'll get obsessed with a new
school for a few weeks, as they
run to the finals, and cry with
them as they fall short. It seems
more appropriate that they aren't
the
superstars:
it's
the
Coppenrath's
and
the
Pittsnoggle's that make it fun, and
this year had just that not LeBron
James ... it had Kevin
Pittsnoggle.

www.cbssportsline.com

Louisville buift a team around Francisco Garcia and Taquan Dean.

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on'Trinify Recruiting! %On-Campu$ Interviews!
Thursday. April 7
Harding House Publishing Service, Inc.- Ait Editor/ Acquisitions Editor
Environmental Risk Limited- Summer Lab Technician
CAPAL- 2005 CAPAL Scholarships
Friday, April 8
^McLagan Partners-(Interviews 4/14/05) Analysts
Financial Women's Association- Wall Street Exchange Program,
Summer 2005
WBGY-TV-Non-Paid Training Position in Programming
Colgate University- Africana and Latin American Studies Program
Assistant
Sunday, April 10
Bratdeboro Museum and Art Center— Museum Summer Internship

Friday. April 15
The Summer Institute for the Gifted- Counselor /Teaching Assistant
Collegiate School- The Collegiate School Teaching Institute for Students
of Color-Summer 2005
Queens College-New York Union Semester Program
Harvard Real Estate Services- Housing Office Assistant
United Technologies- OPS Transformation Rotation Program
Institute for Women's Policy Research- Development Fellow
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft- Paralegal
Partsearch Technologies- Merchandising and Online Marketing Specialist
Praxis, Inc.- Research Technician
The Alliance for Conflict Transformation- 2005 Summer Institute in
Peace-building & Conflict Resolution
Adnet Systems, Inc.- Government Internships 2005
Vermont Academy^- Teaching Internship/ Bentley Fellowship

"
Sunday. April 17
Monday, April 11
Goodman Resources— Administrative Assistant/ Finance Firm/ Tax and
Xavier High School-Music Teacher
Finance Department
Monday. April 18
English Emersion Program-Teachers 2005-2006
Biodel, Inc.-Summer Research Associate
McLaugblin Capital, LLC-Clerk/Trading Assistant
CME Associates, Inc.- Entry-Level Civil Engineer; Survey Party Chief;
Middlesex Community College- Associate Director of Financial Aid
Rod Man
Services
Columbia University- Law School Development Coordinator (Reunions)
Connecticut Business and Industry Association- Membership Sales
Position
Tuesday. April 19
Greater Waltham Association for Retarded Citizens- Part-Time Lifeguard
Johns Hopkins University-Sr. Laboratory Technician
for Special Olympics Program
Wizdom Systems, Inc.-Systems Engineer Intern
Tuesday. April 12
Wednesday. April 20
University of New Hampshire Upward Bound- Tutor Counselor Positions
Joslin Diabetes Center-Research Assistant/Patient Recruiter
Summer 2005
The Defender Association- Investigator Intern Program
Manafort Brothers, Inc.- Office Assistant
Caliber Associates Inc.-Research Assistant
Rotella Capital Management, Inc-Jr. Researcher
Wednesday, April 13
New Dimensions in Technology, Inc.- Inside Sales Representative
Putnam Camp-Summer Positions
The Renaissance Network- Inside Advertising Sales Representative
Museum of Science- Summer .Lectures and Special Events/Marketing
Internship
Tufts University— Summer English Language Program Resident Counselor

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoH.erecruitlng.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Waik-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM

Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9;00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on events,
special programs and job listings
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Impressive

for Women's Lacrosse, Now 7-0

SHANNON LINDGREN
SPORTS WRITER

Smith '08 made 14 saves and was
able to hold Bowdoin to only five
The women's lacrosse pro- goals for the rest of the game after
gram is undefeated this season, a slow start.
having secured a victory over the
Key goals for the Bantams
fifth-ranked Bowdoin Polar Bears came from Beatrice Gratsy '05
on Sunday.
and Lauren Malinowsky '07 as
Trinity's record is now 7-0 Trinity earned a hard-fought 12-8
overall and 2-0 in the NESCAC. victory.
The Bantams were able to take
Junior midfielder Meredith
the game after the Polar Bears Murphy said of Saturday's match,
jumped out of the gate with an 'This game was our toughest
early 3-0 lead.
competition so far, so we went
Trinity Goaltender Michelle into it knowing we had to win. We

Chuck Pratt

Trinity was able to stay undefeated by beating Bowdoin 12-8.

have a very dynamic team and
everyone was confident that we
could pull it off. Now we are just
preparing for our next game
against Amherst."
The Amherst
women's
lacrosse team was the NCAA
National Champion in 2003, and
it has narrowly prevailed over
Hamilton,
Springfield and
Williams this season to maintain a
3-0 record. They should prove to
be a challenge for Trinity this
upcoming Wednesday.
Trinity faced one of the
toughest schedules in Division IE
last year and finished with a
record of 5-8. This season they
look to build upon the experience
gained last year, experience
which has without a doubt contributed to their current success as
a program.
More than half of this season's wins have been blowouts by
ten points or more. Many individual players stand out in their contribution to these high-scoring
games, senior co-captains Gratsy
and Tracy Nesbit, juniors
Christine Ryan, Kara Takesuye,
and Murphy, as well as freshmen
C.J. Yanofsky and Emily Allen.
Gratsy is enjoying another
successful season; at attack she
has scored 40 goals in her first

Chuck Pratt

Christine Ryan '06 carries the ball away from the Trinity net
seven games. In only the second
Nesbit has also proved to be a
game of the year she surpassed formidable force at mid-field,
Trinity's all-time career record in racking up 20 goals as well as
goals as well as points.
seven assists.
Her success comes as no surSophomore goalie Kate
prise as she finished last year McNerny has provided a strong
ranked 16th in the nation for backing in net, and starter Smith
goals scored.
has also proved her merit this seaHer scoring percentage is cur- son, winning her first college
rently two points higher than last game against Plymouth College
year's and she could be poised to and performing well under presrise even higher in this year's
see BOWDOIN on page 22
ranking.

Men's Hockey Ends Season Bats Power Bants
Bantams Lose to St.'Thomas 4-1 In NCAA Div. Ill 'Frozen Four'
to Early 13-1 Mark
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR

For only the second time in
the illustrious history of the program, Trinity's Men's Hockey
Team advanced into the NCAA
Tournament this year when they
received one of only two at-large
tournament bids they could have
qualified for.
Their first-round defeat of
SUNY-Geneseo on March 12
earned the team their first ever
trip to the Division IH Frozen
Four.
This year, the final weekend
was held on the home rink of
defending National Champion
and NESCAC rival Middlebury
over the weekend of March 18
and 19. Being a NESCAC team,
the Bantams were at a distinct
disadvantage on their rival's ice
for the pivotal games.
The Bantams' opponents in
the Semifinals were the St.
Thomas Tommies. The Trinity
skaters started the game flat and
never recovered to end the season
with a 4-1 loss.
The Tommies scored once in

the first on a power play opportunity that screened Bantam goaltender Doug Kisielius '05 from
the puck. The goal, which came
at 9:38, was scored on a shot from
the center point that whizzed
inside the post after passing
through a crowd in front of

Kisielius.
While Trinity outshot St. JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS WRITER
Thomas for the game, 32-26,
most of those shots came in the
The expectations for the
third period, the only time the Trinity College Baseball Team
Bants were able to mount any this spring are very high. The
team is coming off a season in
which they not only tied the
see KISIELIUS on page 22
school record for wins in a single
season, but also won the
NESCAC East Division and
gained a spot in the NESCAC
playoffs. The Bantams have
reached the postseason 12 out of
the last 14 years and are looking
to earn another berth this year.
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Ryan Stevens '05 was an offensive force all season for Trinity.
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Of the 13 games Trinity
played in Florida, nine were by
six runs or more. The Bantams'
only loss in Florida and to date
was the middle of a three-game
set against Southern Maine.
Full of confidence and poise,
the Bantams returned to the
Northeast to begin the second part
of the season. Mother Nature
however, was not as eager to welcome the annual rites of spring to
Hartford and of the five games
scheduled since Spring Break,
two have been washed out-one
"The season is long," Head against Springfield and another
Coach Bill Decker said. "We this past weekend at Bowdoin.
generally play well in Florida and Also, Monday's game against
that gets us prepared for the daily Worcester Tech was moved from
grind of the season once we get the Campus Field to Eastern
Connecticut University because
back home."
This spring was no exception, the home turf was not ready for
as Trinity started the year with play.
nine straight wins on their Florida
Of the games that have been
trip, which was interrupted only played, the Bantams have continonce by rain. Trinity drubbed ued their strong play, beating
NESCAC foe Hamilton twice in Worcester Tech 7-0 on Monday.
the same day by scores of 22-0 Friday saw Trinity take two from
and 11-5. The day before, they
swept Babson 26-6 and 11 -2.
see RAPPAPORT on page 22
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